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Abstract 
Musa Kaz1m Efendi was Seyh-ul-islam six times in the Second Constitutional 
Period (1908-1919) of the Ottoman Empire and a member of the "Great Scientific 
Council" established by the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP). Between the 
years 1895 and 1918 he published many articles in journals and newspapers, as well 
as making speeches at the Sehzadeba~z Club of the CUP. As a medrese scholar in the 
years 1893-1908, he wrote within the intellectual tradition of Islamic Modernism, 
expressing views in line with those of the Young Ottoman thinkers of the 1860s and 
1870s, defending Islam as a source of civilization and progress. He accepted the need 
for reform to match the material progress of the West, but argued that for this too 
Islam could be the source. The traditional side of his attitudes perhaps most reveals 
itself in his writings on the subject of women. 
After the beginning of the Second Constitutional Period, the nature of his 
writings underwent a subtle change when he chose to cooperate with the Committee 
of Union and Progress. Many of the members of the CUP regarded Islam unfavorably 
or, at best, as a means of popularizing policies, of winning over the ulema and of 
creating social stability. Musa Kaz1m Efendi's writings of this period, while still 
claiming Islam as a positive force and as the basis for reforms, were directed towards 
justifying the policies of the CUP, even where these policies tended towards 
secularization. Musa Kaz1m's career showed that members of the ulema could obtain 
office and a voice within the new constitutional regime, but whether such a solution 
favored the objectives oflslamic Modernists is more doubtful. 
Ozet 
Musa Kaz1m Efendi ikinci Me~rutiyet doneminde (1908-1919) alt1 defa Seyh 
iii islamhk makamma gelmi~, ittihat ve Terakki Cemiyetinin kurmu~ oldugu ilim 
komitesinde de yer alm1~tir (Meclis-i Kebir-i ilmi). 1895 ve 1918 y1llan arasmda 
9e~itli gazete ve dergilerde (Sirat-1 Miistakim, Terciiman-1 Hakikat, islam Mecmuas1, 
vb.) yaz1lan yaymlanm1~tir. ittihat ve Terakki Cerniyeti'nin Sehzadeba~1 kulubiinde 
diizenledigi konferanslarda bulunmu~tur. Bu konferanslardaki konu~malar1 Mevaiz-i 
Diniyye ( iki cilt) ad1 altmda yaymlanan kitapta yer almaktadir. 1893 ve 1908 y1llar1 
arasmda bir medrese hocas1 olarak islamc1 modernle~me dii~iincesini temsil eden ve 
1860'larm Gen9 Osmahlarmm dii~iinceleriyle aym 9izgide yazilar yazm1~tir. Bu 
yazilarmda islam dininin medeniyetin ve ilerlemenin kaynag1 oldugunu gostermeye 
9ah~m1~tir. Osmanh imparatorlugu'nda reform yapabilmek iyin Bati'nm maddi 
degerlerinden faydalanmak gerektigine inanm1~ ancak bunun kaynagmm islam dini 
oldugu gorii~iinii savunmu~tur. Musa Kaz1m Efendi Islamc1 modernle~me gorii~iinii 
temsil eden liberal bir islamc1 dii~iiniir olmasma ragmen, kadm konusundaki 
yazilarmda ondaki muhafazakar yam gormek miimkiin olmaktadir. 
ikinci Me~rutiyet ilan edildikden ve ittihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti iiyesi 
oldukdan sonra, donemin politik atmosferine uygun olarak, yaz1lanmn konular1 ve 
i9erikleri degi~meye ba~lam1~tir. Ba~lang19ta, ittihat91lar islam dinini ilerlemeye bir 
engel olarak gormii~ler ve sert bir tavir alm1~lard1r. Ancak daha sonraki politik ve 
toplumsal geli~meler kar~1smda islam'm sosyal fonksiyonlannmdan faydalan1p halkla 
ve islamc1 9evrelerle iyi ili~kiler kurmak yolunu tercih etmi~lerdir. Aslmda, halk1 
reformlara ve me~rutiyetin me~ruluguna (dini anlamda) inand1rmanm ba~ka yolu 
olmad1g1m kavram1~lard1. Musa Kaz1m Efendi'nin ikinci Me~rutiyet donemindeki 
yaz1larmda islam'1 reformlar ve ilerleme iyin asil kaynak olarak gostermeye devam 
ediyor ancak bunu yaparken ittihat9ilarm reform giri~imlerini islami 9en;eve 
iyerisinde rasyonalize etmege 9ai1~1yordu. Musa Kaz1m Efendi'nin ~eyh iii islam 
olarak yeni sistem i9erisinde edindigi yer, bize ulema sm1fmmda me~rutiyet rejimi 
iyerisinde yer ahp etkinlikde bulunabilecegini gostermektedir. Fakat, yeni sistem 
i9erisinde bu ~ekilde var olmak islamc1larm ama9lanna ve gorii~lerine uygun dii~iiyor 
muydu sorusu tart1~ilabilir. 
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Introduction 
I chose this subject in order to understand the responses of Islamic circles 
to the attempts to modernize Ottoman society in the period of transformation from 
Empire to Republic. It is possible to study this subject effectively through the 
writings of $eyh-iil-islam Musa Kaz1m Efendi, since he was the most powerful 
person among the ulema of his time. The interesting point about Musa Kaz1m 
Efendi is that although he was a ~eyh-ul-islam, he was also a member of the 
Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) and, as ~eyh-ul-islam, he tried to 
rationalize in accordance with Islam the CUP's attempts at reform. 
There are very few works about the ulema of this period as Faruk Bilici 
has pointed out his article "imparatorluktan Cumhuriyet'e Gei;i~ Doneminde 
Osmanh Ulemasz" .1 Concerning Musa Kaz1m Efendi specifically, relatively little 
has been written. There is a short article by David Kushner "~eyh-Ul-islam Musa 
Kaz1m Efendi's ideas on state and society" in which he mainly summarizes Musa 
Kaz1m Efendi's political thought very briefly.2 Abdi.ilkadir Altunsu in Osmanlz 
$eyh-iil-jslamlan and Sadik Albayrak in Son Devir Osmanlz Ulemas1 give 
1 Faruk Bilici, "imparatorluktan Cmmhuriyet'e Ge9i~ Doneminde Osmanh 
Ulemas1", V. Tiirkiye Sosyal ve iktisat Tarihi Kongresi (istanbul, 1989), pp. 709-
'-719. 
2 David Kushner," ~eyh-i.il-islam Musa Kaz1m Efendi's on State and Society", 
Belgelerle Tiirk Tarihi Dergisi, N. I, 1967. 
1 
bibliographies for him.3 ismail Kara in islamczlzk Du.yuncesi I also gives a 
bibliography as well as translations of some parts of his writings.4 There is no 
other article or book related directly with $eyh-iil-islam Musa Kaz1m Efendi, 
though he is mentioned in some parts of Tar1k Zafer Tunaya's books, Turkiye'de 
Siyasal Partiler I and islamczlzk Cereyam.5 As primary sources I used the writings 
of Musa Kaz1m Efendi that were published in contemporary newspapers and 
journals; the collection of his writings printed with the title Kulliyat, and his 
speeches at the $ehzadeba~z Club of the CUP, printed in Mevaiz-i Diniyye I and 
II.6 
In the first chapter, in order to be able to understand the origin of the 
discussions on westernization, I examine the ideological and political atmosphere 
of the Ottoman Empire between late Tanzimat Period and the begining of the 
SCP. The Young Ottomans before the SCP and the Young Turks during the SCP 
were the protagonists in the discussions on westernization. Therefore their ideas 
and roles are examined briefly. Before the SCP, the Young Ottomans were the 
ones who struggled for constitutionalism. In this chapter the Young Ottomans' 
ideas on reform are examined. The formation of the CUP and its role in the 
discussions on westernization is also discussed. 
3 Abdiiladir Altunsu, Osmanh Seyh iii hlamlarz (Ankara, 1972), pp. 255-259, Sadik 
Albayrak, Son Devir Osmanlz Ulemasz (istanbul, 1981 ), pp. 252-253. 
4 ismail Kara, islamc1hk Dil~ilncesi (istanbul, 1986). 
'5 Tar1k Zafer Tunaya, islamczlzk Akzmz, ( istanbul, 1991 ). 
6 Kulliyat -Dini ictimai Makaleler-, istanbul, 1336; Mevaiz-i Diniye, 2 
vols.(istanbul, 1912-13). 
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In the second chapter I deal with the ideological and political atmosphere 
in the Ottoman Empire before the SCP at which time Musa Kaz1m Efendi was a 
Islamic scholar. In this chapter I examine Islamist movements of the time in order 
to understand the attitude in Islamic circles towards the discussion on 
westernization. To be able to evaluate Musa Kaz1m's place as a member of the 
ulema in these discussions, I deal with the Islamist side of the CUP and the 
position of the ulema and of the Young Turks in general. 
In the third chapter I examine Musa Kaz1m's political and religious ideas 
during the SCP at which time he became ~eyh-ill-islam. I dividing this subject 
into two: Musa Kaz1m Efendi's social, religious and political ideas concerning the 
discussions on westernization before the SCP (chapter 2), and his ideas on these 
topics during the period of the SCP (chapter 3). I make such a division due to the 
content of his writings changed between these two periods because of the changes 
in the political regime. During the SCP he wrote at length about the issues 
concerning women. Since this subject constitutes a central feature of the 
discussions on westernization in Moslem countries, I examine Musa Kaz1m's 
approach to these issues. 
3 
Chapter 1 
1. The ideological and political atmosphere of the Ottoman 
Empire before and during the Second Constitutional Period 
1.1 The Young Ottomans 
In 1860, there was a group of men known as "Young Ottomans" (Yeni 
Osmanli/ar) who opposed the Tanzimat regime and defended Islamist ideas. 
Among the members of this Young Ottoman movement, the best known are 
Nam1k Kemal, Ali Suavi and Ziya Pa~a.7 The spread of the influence of materilal 
civilization of Europe and the need to solve the problem of the disintegration of 
the Ottoman Empire united these men. At the same time, they opposed the 
"concession" policies of Ali and Fuat Pasha towards the great European powers. 8 
7 In 1865 six young men, Mehmed Bey, Nuri Bey, Re~ad Bey, Nam1k Kemal, 
Ayetullah Bey, Refik Bey came together in Belgrad Forest for a picnic, and 
formed the secret association ittifak-1 Hamiyyet - "Patriotic Alliance". Serif 
Mardin, The Genesis of the Young Ottoman Thought (Princeton, 1962), pp. 10-13. 
Later they were called Gen~ Osmanlzlar "The Young Ottomans". Sina Ak~in 
mentions that although in Europe generations ofNam1k Kemal, who worked for 
the First Constitutional Regime, and those who worked for the establishment of 
the Second Constitutional period, were commonly called Young Turks, the term 
more likely is used in Turkey for the activists who strove for the Constitutional 
regime. Sina Ak~in, Jon Turk/er ve juihat ve Terakki, 1987, pp. 18-19. In 1889 a 
group of Medical students established the juihad-z Osmani Cemiyeti.In 1894, in 
Paris the juihad-z Osmani and a group of Ottomans who were challanging the 
Hamidian regime united, and established Osmanlz htihad ve Terakki Cemiyeti, 
"Ottoman Comm~ittee of Union and Progress". Silkril Hanioglu, Bir Siyasal 
Orgut Olarak Osmanlz juihad ve Terakki Cemiyeti ve Jon Turkluk, I (istanbul, 
1985), pp. 173-174, 180. 
8 Mardin, Genesis .. , p. 10-12 
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In the 1860s these Ottoman intellectuals believed in two principles, the 
first of which was "liberty" (hurriyet). Without liberty, they argued, there could be 
no intellectuals and therefore no-one to struggle for the salvation of the Ottoman 
Empire. Their second principle was the necessity to prevent the disintegration of 
the Empire and to keep it united. For this, radical reforms in every field of the 
Empire and the so-called "political brotherhood" (uhuvvet- i siyasiye) were judged 
to be necessary.9 
To realize these two principles the Young Ottomans relied on Islamic 
sources and Islam was also the source from which they justified their opposition to 
the state. Their aim was both to keep Ottoman culture intact in the face of the 
expansion of Western culture, as well as to make use of what they saw as the 
benefits from the functions of Islam in the society, while at the same time 
opposing the palace and its policies. 10 Both Rahman and Mardin mention that the 
Young Ottomans defended ideas similar to those of Islamist Modernist 
movements earlier in the nineteenth century. 11 Rahman mentions that five 
prominent Islamist Modernists of the nineteenth century-Sayyid Ahmed Khan 
and Sayyid Amir Ali from India, Jamaal al- Din Afghani and Nam1k Kemal from 
Turkey, and Muhammed Abduh-preached the cultivation of science and the 
adaptation of the scientific spirit of the West. Their way of thinking was 
9 Mtimtazer Ttirkone, Siyasi ideoloji Olarak js/amc1lzgm Dogu~u, (istanbul, 
1994), 2nd. ed., 97. 
10 Ttirkone, Siyasi jdeoloji Olarak. .. , p. 78 
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surprisingly similar, although they had never met each other. The reason for this 
similarity in their thinking was that they had the same aim: to resist the 
colonization of Muslim countries by the West and to struggle against the cultural 
deformation of Muslim societies, in short to prevent their nations and states from 
collapsing. And the source they looked to was the same-Islam.12 
Among the Young Ottomans, the writmgs ofNam1k Kemal (1840-1888) 
remain the most important, though there are other writings by Ali Suavi and Ziya 
Pa~a. Their use of certain concepts of Islamist Modernist thought displays 
parallels with that of Musa Kaz1m, although they were not contemporaries. 
The Young Ottomans in the 1860s consciously used Islam as a source of 
their opposition in the struggle for reforms and for a constitutional regime. They 
considered Islam as the only factor that could provide a common public support 
for their struggle against the political domination of the Tanzimat bureaucrats. 13 
They realized that there was a need to convince the people of the need for 
modernization in certain fields of social life, such as institutions, education and 
the judicial system. These ideas constituted the origin of Islamist Modernist 
thought in the nineteenth century in Muslim societies facing the threat of Western 
colonization. 
11 ~erifMardin, The Genesis ... , 1962, 81-82, Fazlur Rahman, Islam and 
Modernity (Chicago, 1982), p. 50. 
12 Rahman, Islam and Modernity, (Chicago, 1982), 50-51 
13 Ti.irkone, Siyasi ideoloji Olarak. .. , p. 77-78 
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1.2 Islamic Modernism 
European countries colonized most Islamic countries and, as a result, 
Islamic countries had lost their self-confidence; they had become incapable of 
keeping their cultural heritage and had been intimidated into trying to adopt and 
adapt modem western thought. 14 To overcome the backwardness of Islamic 
countries, certain Muslim intellectuals expressed arguments which were later 
called "Islamist Modernism". It was in the nineteenth century that Islamist 
Modernism appeared as an intellectual movement. For these Muslim intellectuals, 
the reason for the backwardness of Islamic countries was not Islam, but, on the 
contrary, the corruption of it. Rahman mentions that attempts at the reform of 
Islam opened the way for modem developments, not only through their 
"purificative endeavour", but also by reasserting the definite authority of the 
Quran and of the "prophetic example" (siinnet) or Sunna. 15 Islamist Modernists 
also mentioned that there was no contradiction at all between science and Islam. 16 
Another common point among Islamist Modernists was the underlining of 
the need for activism in the acquisition of military strength for the country. Islamic 
Modernism also stressed the importance of the cultural and historical background 
of Islam in providing self-confidence for Muslims in the face of the expanding 
14 Fazlur Rahman, Islam, 2nd ed. (Chicago, 1979), pp. 212-213. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Rahman, Islam, p. 216, H.A.R. Gibb, Modern Trends in Islam, (Chicago, 1945), 
p. 44 Afghani's ideas about Islamic reform and relation between science and 
Islam are expressed in Nikkie Keddi, An Islamic Responde to Imperialism, 
(Princeton, 1989), pp. 3-45. Afghani, Muhammed Abduh and Seyyid Ahmed 
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Western culture. They also stressed the rational and civilizing function of Islam in 
history and its role in human development. 17 
Rahman mentions that the Modernist argument for the rational and 
civilizing function of Islam originates in the idea of Muhammed being the final 
prophet and Quran being the last revelation. 18 According to this idea, human 
beings had reached a state of maturity in their development where there was no 
need for the help of a ready-made revelation in order to achieve moral and 
ideological salvation. They could find their own moral and intellectual salvation 
and their destiny by themselves. 19 
1.3 Political Modernism 
The first Islamic Modernist idea for political reform was argued by Jamal 
al-Din Afghani. The unity of the Muslim world-Panislamism-and populism 
were two principal elements of his political thought. According to Afghani, only 
through these principles would it be possible to prevent foreign encroachments 
and the domination of Muslim lands. Afghani's ideas became influential in the 
Han's ideas are discussed in Fazlur Rahman, Islam, Chicago, 1966, seconded, 
1979, 216-217. 
17 Fazlur Rahman, Islam, p. 220 .Rahman mentions that this idea was first argued 
by Muhammed Abduh and developed by Muhammed ikbal. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid, pp. 220-221. 
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Ottoman Empire too.20 Afghani evoked not only Islamic sentiments, but also 
national and local feelings. In the Ottoman Empire, after a long debate between 
Islamists and Nationalists, the Nationalists had gained the upper hand for several 
reasons. The most immediate example of this was the rebel~ion of the Arabs 
against the Turks during the First World War.21 The fundamental problem of 
Modernist Muslims was how to rehabilitate history so that Islamic society could 
once again flourish as a divinely guided society.22 The second feature of 
Modernist Islam was its double orientation. Islamic regeneration was to appear in 
two directions: against internal decay and against external threats or domination. 
In the Ottoman Empire all the ideas of Islamic Modernism mentioned 
above were defended by the Young Ottomans. They wished to save the empire 
from collapse and, to achieve this aim, their method was to use Islam as the source 
of their opposition to the palace and to the policies of the Tanzimat bureaucrats. In 
other words, they proclaimed that true Islam would restore the glory of the 
Empire. 
It is possible to say that Seyh ul-islam Musa Kaz1m Efendi should be seen 
in the context of the development of Modernist Islamic thought. His writings both 
before 1908 and after 1908 display parallels with other Modernist Islamist 
20 Ibid, p. 227. The men of the Tanzimat invited Afghani to istanbul to make a 
speech in order to convince public about the reformation attempts in the Ottoman 
empire. 
21 Ibid, p. 228. Rahman says that the most important reason of this victory of 
Nationalists against the Islamists was the personality of Atatiirk himself. 
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intellectuals such as Afghani, Abduh, Rida, lkbal, etc.23 The reason Musa Kaz1m 
Efendi could take his place within the CUP, as one of the representatives of the 
Islamic Modernist thought of the Young Ottomans, was because he was the most 
authoritative person from the religious sphere, as a $eyh ill is/am .. 
The Young Ottomans' policy of using Islam as the source of their 
opposition had not passed over into the ideas of the nucleus of the CUP in 1889. 
At the beginning of their struggle the Y oun.g Turks followed a completely 
different approach, at least until they realized the function and the significance of 
Islam in Ottoman society. 
1.4 The Young Turks and Westernism in the CUP 
In 1889 a group of students in the Medical Military School (Asker-i 
Tzbbiye-i Sahane), who were later to call themselves the "Young Turks", were 
discussing the same question that had been put forward by the Young Ottomans of 
the 1860s: how to save the Empire from collapse. The Young Turks were in 
opposition to the autocratic rule of Abdiilhamid II. Their main aim was to restore 
the constitution of 1876.24 Although it is not possible to talk about a single Young 
23 His religious and political thought will be discussed in the section two 
24 In Medical Military School this Young Turk group that established ittihad-1 
Osmani Cemiyeti in 1889 were constituting one of the influential opposition 
groups in the Ottoman society. ittihad-1 Osmani Cemiyeti was established by 
ibrahim Temo, ishak Sukuti, Abdullah Cevdet, Mehmed Re~id.ln time, many 
groups joined to this nucleus of the CUP, thus, it would not be possible to talk 
about a certain Young Turk ideology. Including this nucleus group, Young Turks 
10 
Turk ideology, it may be said that the idea of Ottomanism united them. The 
nucleus of the CUP aimed to prevent the Empire from collapse by the creation of 
an Ottoman citizenship.25 This nucleus, who might be regarded as 
Ottomanist/Westernists, insisted on the need for reforms of a Western kind, 
replacing religion with science. This group's approach towards Islam was quite. 
different from that of the Young Ottomans in the 1860s: Islam was seen to be the 
main obstacle to the progress of Ottoman society. For them Western reforms and 
application of scientific principles to every sphere of social life were the only 
ways to progress. Unlike the Young Ottomans, they did not consider Islam to be 
the source of their opposition to the Sultan. Ideas deriving from the eighteenth 
century European Enlightenment, including notions of biological determinism and 
the positivism of Auguste Comte, whose motto was science "as a new religion of 
societies", influenced them considerably.26 However, they never rejected the social 
functions of Islam. For example, Ahmed Rtza Bey, who may be regarded as one of 
these W esternists, regarded Islam as crucial to society in terms of its social 
functions, although he did not see any divine value in it.27 Nam1k Kemal also 
stressed the social functions of Islam. He argued that if the religious authorities, 
instead of giving theological speeches in the mosques, would teach the essence of 
religious subjects to the public, then misconceptions about Islam would be 
were from different origins, but they were seeing themselves as Ottoman 
Jatriotists. In abroad Young Turks ideologically were generally in conflict. 
!S Hanioglu, p. 69-70 
'.
6 Hanioglu, p. 46 
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eliminated.28 Among the Young Turks, Abdullah Cevdet, like Ahmed Riza Bey, 
took into consideration Islam's social functions. For him Islam played a corrective 
role in stabilizing society.29 
The Young Turks, like the Young Ottomans, accepted the superiority of 
the West and searched for the sources of this superiority. The answer lay for them 
in "abstract and practical sciences" (ilim andfiinun).30 In the Ottoman press, of 
both traditionalist and Westemist persuasions, a number of articles stressed the 
need for the development of abstract and practical sciences for the progress of 
Ottoman society. For them, developments in abstract and practical sciences and 
the consequent progress explained the superiority of European countries.31 
In the exited atmosphere of these discussions, the Young Turks neglected 
the fact that these ideas were, to a great extent, in opposition to the realities of 
Ottoman society. In Ottoman society religion was one of the main determinants of 
social structure. For the Young Turks, Islam was an obstacle to society's progress. 
Time showed however that it was unwise to apply these ideas in a simplistic way 
to Ottoman society.32 
When the Young Turks did not receive the response they desired from the 
public in terms of opposition to the Hamidian regime, they realized the 
27
. Mardin, Genesis ... , p. 183n. 
28 Mardin, The Genesis ... , p. 322 
29 Mardin, Jon Tiirklerin Siyasi Fikirleri, 5th. ed. (istanbul, 1996), p. 231 
30 Hanioglu, p. 16-20, N 31-36. 
31 Hanioglu, p. 21. 
32 Hanioglu, p. 40-41. 
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importance of religious values as a means of convincing people of the need for 
reforms and to get their support against the autocratic regime. Around 1895 the 
Young Turks tried to establish relationships with various groups in society with 
the aim of uniting them under their association. Among these social groups the 
ulema was the first to whom they turned. As early as 1894, Hiiseyinzade Ali and 
ishak Siikuti, who founded the first organizational branch of the nucleus of the 
CUP, secured a promise of support from Ubeydullah Efendi, a prominent member 
of the ulema. 33 
The common points of the Young Ottomans from the 1860s to 1876, and 
of the Young Turks after 1900, prior to the Second Constitutional Period, were 
their endeavour to benefit from Islam's social functions, the application of Islamic 
terminology as a means to communicate with the public, and the attempt to use 
Islam as a means of providing legitimization for their actions and of penetrating 
the public mind and the ulema.34 But the Young Turks' attitude to Islam was not 
the same as that of the Young Ottomans. The Young Ottomans had used Islam as 
a means of defense against Western cultural influence.35 In contrast, the Young 
Turks did not try to use Islam because they believed in it, but tried to adapt 
Western concepts to it and used it as a legitimizing factor for new ideas and as a 
means of explain'mg them. On the other hand, as Serif Mardin argues, despite their 
desire to be radical reformers, the Young Turks' thought was not radical, but 
33 S. Hanioglu, The Young Turks in Opposition (Oxford, 1995), p. 50. 
34 Miimtazer Tiirkone, Islamczligzn Dogu~u, 2nd ed., (istanbul, 1994), p. 78. 
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conservative. 36 The concepts of democracy and liberty did not belong to their 
basic principles; they were a mechanism to prevent the collapse of the empire. 
They believed in the necessity of the dominance of freedom and democracy in a 
political regime so that the different ethnic groups of the empire would not 
demand to separate.37 
The reason for their essential conservatism and their failure to become 
radical reformers was that they had the characteristics of the society in which they 
grown up.38 They appeared as the product of the Tanzimat period's ideological 
atmosphere. As ~erif Mardin argues, since the men of Tanzimat could not find 
anything to replace the Sharia in political terms, an ideological gap occurred. 
Western ideas and secular thought were not able to fill this gap and this caused an 
identity problem in Ottoman society.39 
1.5 lslamist Movements in the Second Constitutional Period 
Following on from the organizations which had developed from 1889 
onwards and which had become connected with Paris, the main CUP branch was 
established by the "military officers" in 1906 under the name of "The Ottoman 
Freedom Association" ( Osmanlz Hiirriyet Cemiyeti). In 1907 this group joined 
with the group in Paris, adopting the name "Progress and Union" (Terakki ve 
35 Mardin, Jon Turklerin. . ., pp. 90-92. 
36 Mardin, Jon Turklerin ... , p. 304. 
37 Ibid, p. 301 
38 Hanioglu, p. 613 
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juihat) and later "Union and Progress".40 
The establishment of the CUP by these military officers led to the 
predominance of the military members in the committee, though civilians joined 
them.41 The Reval meeting of the monarchs of Great Britain and Russia, and their 
common intention to reform Macedonia, led the military officers to act. "The 
Military Officers of the Army", in the period 10-23 July 1908, succeeded in 
forcing the Sultan to reinstitute constitutional government, the beginning of the 
Second Constitutional Period.42 
The declaration of the SCP was conceived of as the triumph of the CUP, 
and it became the most influential political power of the country. However, it is 
difficult to talk about a homogeneity of political ideas among members of the 
CUP. In time this led to divisions within the committee. Although there were 
many groups within it, these can be divided roughly into three: the Islamists, the 
Ottomanist/Westemists and the Turkists. The latter became influential in 
particular after the Balkan wars. Although traditionalists like the Seyh iii is/am 
Mustafa Sabri Efendi split away from the CUP, Islamists became more influential, 
like Seyh iii js/am Musa Kaz1m Efendi, Mehmet Akif Ersoy, Babanzade Ahmed 
Nairn and Said Halim Pa~a. Abroad, the nucleus group of the CUP-men like 
ibrahim Temo, Abdullah Cevdet, ishak Siikuti and Ahmed Riza Bey-were 
39 Mardin, p. 118. 
40 Tar1k Zafer Tunaya, Tiirkiye 'de Siyasal Partiler, I, 2nd. ed., (istanbul, 1988), 
p.7. 
41 Ibid, p. 22. 
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discussing the ideology of the CUP: that is, whether the collapse of the Empire 
could be prevented on Islamist premises or on Ottomanist/Westemist ones. 
Although there was no homogenous ideological structure within the CUP, this 
body constituted the major political power between 1908 and 1918 (except for a 
short interlude) by providing "freedom" to the regime and undertaking reforms in 
the country. The extent to which Unionists succeeded in accomplishmg their aims 
is debatable. Nevertheless the CUP movement played a crucial role in t~rms of the 
discussions on Westernization in the period of transformation from I;:mpire to 
Turkish Republic.43 
1.6 lslamist movements against the CUP's political power in the SCP 
The new regime faced its first crisis in Istanbul on October 7th with the 
actions of Kor Ali44 . The muezzin, Kor Ali, demanded a return to the former 
regime, leading a group of people to the Y ild1z Palace and asking Abdiilhamid II 
for the abolition of the constitutional regime and for a return to the Sharia.45 On 
42 Ibid, p. 23. 
43 Scholars like, Tar1k Zafer Tunaya, Turkiye'de .. , III, p. 9, SUkrii Hanioglu, 
Feroz Ahmad, Ittihat ve Terakki (istanbul, 1971 ), pp. 65-66, Serif Mardin Jon 
Tuklerin .. , p. 301, commonly mention that although CUP aimed to bring freedom 
or democracy to the country, it could not succeed in performing these aims, 
however, it was the first organization united masses and motivate them for 
reforms. T.Z. Tunaya, Turkiye'de ... , p. 8. 
44 In November 5, 1908 Bulgaria declared its independence, Austria-Hungary took 
Bosnia-Herzegivona, Girit decided to unite with Greece, but it wasn't accepted. 
These developments abroad caused unease in the Ottoman Empire, especially 
among the religious groups who were resisting to CUP's political power. 
45 Ahmad, /ttihat ve ... , p. 56; Ak~in, Jon Turk/er ... , p. 93. 
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the same night, Abdiilkadir, the deputy of a imam, incited people during public 
worship in the Y eni Cami mosque to attack cinemas and places in which Karagoz 
was being performed, arguing that the new regime had weakened the faith and 
caused increases in "heresies" (bidats).46 
In the course of the SCP, some religious associations and newspapers 
opposed to the CUP were founded. One of these was the "Party of Liberals" 
(Ahrar F1rkas1). It was constituted by the intellectual circle of Prens Sabahattin.47 
Its ideology was based on individualism, liberalism, private enterprise and the 
opposition to administrative centralization. The party did not have a particular 
newspaper, but almost every newspaper or journal that was against the CUP 
supported Ahrar Fzrkasz.48 It was founded by former members of the CUP who 
had separated from it at the congress of 1902. Some of its party members were 
prosecuted and some escaped abroad after the 31 March revolt. Thus the political 
life of the party ended in April 1909. 49 
Another party was "The Mohammedian Unity Party" (ittihad-1 
Muhammedi Fzrkasz), founded by Dervi~ Vahdeti (5 April, 1909), with its press 
organ Volkan. 50 This party was particularly associated with the revolt of 31 March 
(13-25 April 1909), since its leader Dervi~ Vahdeti was held responsible for the 
46 Alcyin, Jon Tur kl er ve ... , p. 94. 
47 Ibid, 143 
48 Ibid, 147 
49 Members of the Ahrar Fukas1 tried to benefit from the revolt to demolish the 
CUP's political power and Abdiilhamid. Ibid, 148 
50 T. z. Tunaya, Turkiye'de ... , VI, p. 183. 
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revolt. 51 Although they supported the constitutional regime-as a protector of the 
Sharia-they strictly opposed the CUP, especially the Ottomanist/Westemist wing 
of the CUP represented by Ahmed Rtza, Hiiseyin Cahit, Talat Bey, Rahmi Bey 
and Bahattin Sakir Bey.52 The Mohammedian Unity Party accepted the Unionists 
as the founders of the regime, but distinguished "four or five European Imitators" 
from the CUP as a whole. 53 Its party program depended on the Quran and opposed 
any unification of the people under the ideology of Ottomanism. 54 
A different traditionalist/religious group was organized under the name of 
"The Association of Islamic Scholars" (Cemiyet-i j/miye-i js/amiyye), founded in 
September 1908 with its organ Beyan ul Hak. The Association of Islamic Scholars 
reacted to the 31 March Revolt since it had put the ulema into a very difficult 
situation, the ulema being held responsible for the revolt and blamed for 
attempting to destroy the constitutional regime. During the 31 March revolt, 
although Beyan ul Hak was apparently criticizing it, in reality it tolerated it. 55 In 
its early editions Beyan ul Hak supported the CUP, but later it became opposed to 
it. 
Another party shaped by conservative and populist features was the "The 
People's Party" (Ahali Fzrkasz). Giimulcineli ismail Hakk.1 Bey was the leader, and 
Mustafa Sabri Efendi, as one of the most influential religious personalities of the 
51 Ibid, p. 185. 
52 Ibid, p. 187. 
53 Ibid, p. 194. 
54 . Ahmad, Ittihat ve ... , p. 78. 
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time, was among its founders. 56 The members of the party comprised people who 
had split from the CUP after the 1908 elections. 57 This party was not able to have 
any influence outside parliament and in 1911 it joined to "The Freedom and 
Association Party" (Hiirriyet ve jfifaf F1rkas1). 
The nucleus of "The Freedom and Association Party" (F AP) was 
constituted by The People's Party and Mustafa Sabri Efendi. 58 In the SCP, the 
F AP was the most influential opposition party against the CUP; its members 
supported the constitutional regime but opposed the monopolist political power of 
the CUP. However, as an opposition they did not constitute an ideological unity.59 
Against the increasing Turkism of the CUP, they defended Ottomanism as the 
only ideology able to provide unity among the people. 60 Within the F AP, as in the 
CUP, many splits and conflicts occurred. T.Z. Tunaya reports that the first 
conflicts originated in the discussions between Westernists and Ulema.61 
Although many opposition parties and associations were established with 
the intention of ending the CUP's political hegemony, the coup d'etat of January 
1913 stabilized the CUP's power in the country. Actually, in the first months of 
the SCP, influential journals and newspapers of the country (jkdam, Sabah and 
55 Sina Ak~in, 31 Mart Olayz, (Ankara, 1970), pp. 21, 235-40. 
56 T.Z. Tunaya, Tiirkiye'de .. ., I, p. 234, 240. Mustafa Sabri Efendi was one of the 
most influential person in the Cemiyet-i ilmiye-i islamiyye and the member of the 
CUP. Sadik Albayrak, Tiirkiye'de Din Kavgasz,4th ed., (Istanbul, 1984), p.101 
57 Ibid. 
58 T.Z. Tunaya, Tiirkiye'de ... , VI, p. 265 
59 Ibid, pp. 264, 268 
60 Ibid, p. 268. 
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S1rat-1 Mustakim) published articles that praised the CUP.62 In time though, 
opposition groups arose. It can even be argued that these opposition groups 
originated from the CUP itself as its members started to differentiate themselves 
as Ottomanist/Westemists, Islamists, and later as Turkists. Although such an 
ideological differentiation arose, generally the nucleus of the CUP continued to try 
to apply Westemist and Turkist principles in social and cultural life. They 
attempted to make reforms towards secularization: for example, in education and 
in the judicial system. 
In education there was the foundation of the Dar ul Hikmet-i islamiyye, an 
organization that had the objective of separating religious issues from secular 
education, and also the granting of autonomy to the Dar ul Fiinun. In the judicial 
system the most important secular arrangement was that kaza power was separated 
from Islamic law and placed under the Ministry of Justice. 63 Such arrangements, 
and the foundation of ministries of justice, education and of pious foundations, 
limited the power of the ulema The effects of such secular reforms on the ulema 
class will be examined below in the section "The ulema and the CUP". All these 
arrangements aimed at secularization were published in the report of the 1917 
congress. But the process of providing a basis for these arrangements started 
before 1917. In 1913, after the CUP had stabilized its power in the country, it had 
to get public support for its modernization attempts and for applying reforms. This 
61 Ibid, p. 280 
62 Ibid, p. 33 
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was very difficult after the disappointing results of the Balkan wars. Thus the 
journal is/am Mecmuas1 (IM) was founded by the CUP in February 1914.64 The 
objective of its foundation was to constitute an intellectual movement that would 
consider Islamic ideas and also support reforms, in order to convince the ulema 
and the fetva department. 65 
1. 7 lslamism and the CUP 
After the declaration of the Second Constitutional Period the most 
important development in terms of the Young Turks' attitude towards religion was 
that they did not use Islam as the source of their opposition. Instead, they used 
Islam as a justifying and supporting factor. 66 This argument might be regarded as 
especially valid for the Ottomanist/Westemist group of the Young Turks. 67 
Seyh iii isl am Musa Kaz1m Efendi (185 8-1921 ), Manastirh ismail Hakki 
(1846-1912), Mehmet Akif Ersoy (1873-1936) and Sait Halim P~a (1863-1921) 
were among the most influential Islamists of the CUP. Apart from the above 
Islamist thinkers, the adherents of Sufism or Islamic Mysticism were among the 
members of the CUP (and of the opposition "Freedom and Association Party" 
63 Ibid, p. 36 
64 Turkish Nationalism and Western Civilization, ed. N. Berkes (London, 1959), 
ch. VI, p. 3 l 8n. 
65 Y.H. Bayur, Turk Ink1lab1 ... , II, pp. 375-376. 
66 ismail Kara, islamcilarm Siyasi Gorii~leri (istanbul, 1994 ), p. 3 7. Their use of 
Islam's social function in society to get support from the public for innovations is 
discussed in section 1.2.1. 
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(Hiirriyet ve itilaf Firkas1)). Adherents of Sufism published the journals Ceride-i 
Sufiye, Tasavvuf and Mtihibban and founded "The Association of the Sufis" 
(Cemiyet-i Sufiye).68 The head of the Association of the Sufis was Musa Kaz1m 
Efendi.69 Although Sufism did not constitute a definite political movement, during 
the SCP it made its political presence felt in the CUP. Especially after the 
dispersion of the center of the CUP (istanbul) in 1895, 70 the structure of the 
Istanbul center became so different from that of the Medical students' one; 
representatives of the ulema were there in number, civil servants and military 
officers constituted its body. It can be assumed that from now on imams and the 
ulema, who had previously hesitated to join the CUP, now formed its central 
structure. 71 
In the discussions how to save the Empire from collapse, the common 
point of the influential Islamists thinkers in the CUP like ~eyh iii is/am Musa 
Kaz1m Efendi, ~eyh iii is/am Mustafa Hayri Efendi72, Mehmet Akif Ersoy, Sait 
67 The nucleus group of the CUP in Medical Military School, like Abdullah 
Cevdet, ibrahim Temo, ishak Siikuti, could be example for this group. 
68 Mustafa Kara, Din Hayat Sanat Apszndan Tekkeler ve Zaviyeler, 3rd ed. 
(Istanbul,1990), pp. 276-280, 287- 289. 
69 Ibid 287 
' 70 Because of Young Turks activities and coup d'etat attempts, the palace 
abolished the istanbul center. Abdullah Cevdet, Ismail Ibrahim Bey, Ishak Siikuti, 
Ibrahim Temo were in exile. Siikrii Hanioglu, Bir Siyasal Orgiit Olarak. .. , p.186. 
71 Hanioglu, Bir Siyasal Orgiit Olarak. .. , p. 188. 
72 Mustafa Hayri Efendi was also an influential ~eyh iii is lam during the SCP. 
Although he believed in the principles of Islamic Modernism, he refused to take a 
position under the CUP. Although he did not publish any works, it is known that 
he strictly adhered to the principles of Islam. Therefore he did not want to justify 
the Western kinds ofreform favored by the CUP in the SCP. 
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Halim Pa~a and Manastirh ismail Hakk.1 was that to save the Empire the original 
Islam should be understood and revived. They argued that Islam was not a barrier 
to progress. On the contrary, for them Islam was capable of ordering progress 
through science and education. For them, the constitutional regime was in 
accordance with the Sharia and a guarantee of the application of those original 
Islamic principles which had brought welfare and progress to the Muslims in the 
Middle Ages, when Europe had been in its "dark age". Musa Kaz1m Efendi's 
historical importance among these thinkers originates from his position as a 
member of the ulema and later as a ~eyh ul islam. It is particularly interesting to 
examine, through the writings of such an authorative religious figure, how it was 
possible to rationalize the CUP's modernization attempts in terms of Islam. Even 
though Musa Kaz1m Efendi and other Islamist thinkers were defending principles 
of Islamic Modernism, it would seem, on the face of it, to have been difficult for 
them to rationalize through Islam the CUP's attempts at reform, especially those 
which tended towards secularization. In this thesis I will try to understand whether 
Musa Kaz1m Efendi as a f)eyh ul islam could or could not achieve this. 
1.8 The Ulema and the Young Turks 
In general, in Ottoman history, the ulema opposed attempts at reform, 
whether in the military sphere as in Selim Ill's and Mahmud H's time, or in the 
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cultural and social spheres in the CUP's time. 73 Mahmud II had implemented two 
kind of policies towards ulema; while he was providing good opportunities to the 
ulema who supported his reforms, he exiled or dismissed the ulema who opposed 
the innovations. Those who resisted reforms could be accused not only of 
opposing secular authority , but also the Sharia itself. 74 The compromise between 
the ulema and Mahmud II caused division within the ulema. On the one hand, 
there was an ulema class who had benefited from the opportunities the state 
offered, supporting and legitimizing modernization in Islamic terms towards the 
end of the collapse of the Empire. On the other hand, a part of the ulema class 
resisted modernization and were therefore exiled by the Sultan. This group 
directed conservative public groups against reform towards the end of the 
Empire. 75 In addition to bringing about this division among the ulema, reforms 
had also lessened the prestige and authority of the ulema. The establishment of 
secular schools, of secular courts, of the ministries of the justice, education and 
pious foundations, restricted the functions of the $eyh iii is/am and ulema, and 
73 Selim Ill's reformation attempts were called by the ulema as irreligious 
behaviors. Mahmud II was also blamed by the ulema of being irreligious and 
called as gavur padi§ah. Both Selim III and Mahmud H's reformation attempts in 
military spheres resisted by the ulema., Sina Ak~in, "1839'da Osmanh Ulkesinde 
ideolojik Ortam ve Osmanh Devleti'nin Uluslararas1 Durumu" in Bildiriler, 
Mustafa Re~id Pa~a ve Donemi Semineri, Ankara, 13-14 Mart 1985 (Ankara, 
1985). 
74 A.Levy, "Osmanh Ulemas1 ve Sultan II. Mahmud'un Askeri Islahat1", in 
Modern <;agda Ulema, ed. Ebubekir Bagader (istanbul, 1991 ), p. 29-30. 
75 . Ismail Kara, Islamczlann. .. , p. 48. 
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damaged the ulema's position. 76 
In the Ottoman Empire, from its foundation, the ilmiye class and the 
institution of $eyh iii is/am, as its most authorative organ, held a crucial position 
in the Ottoman state organization. Both of them held delegated power in the 
judicial system, (te~ri, icra, kaza powers), in education (education belonged to 
them through the medreses), and in pious foundations (through pious foundations 
they were conducting the state's economic actions).77 It can be assumed that this 
separation was still relevant when the CUP appeared in the political life. 
If we consider the response of the ulema class to modernization 
movements even in the 1800s, the opposition to the Young Turks' attempts at 
reform in social and cultural life was natural where the social structure was 
determined by Islam. $iikrii Hanioglu mentions that there were two important 
relations between the ulema and the Young Turks. On the one hand, for most of 
the Young Turks, religion was an obstacle to the progress of society, on the other 
hand, they had to get the support of the ulema. They needed them to approve of 
the new regime in Islamic terms so as to prevent potential reactions from the 
opposition, which was arguing that the constitutional regime was invalid in the 
76Mekteb-i Milhendishane-i Bahr-i Hilmayun was founded in 1773, Mekteb-i 
Milhendishane-i Berr-i Hilmayun ib 1795, Mekteb-i T1bbiye in 1827, Mekteb-i 
Harbiye in 1834; "Secular courts" nizami mahkemeler were founded in 1871; 
ministry of pious foundations was founded in 1826, of education in 1846, of 
justice in 1870. ismail Kara, js/amczlann. .. , p. 47. 
77. . 
Ismail Kara, Islamczlarm ... , p. 46. 
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Sharia. 78 The ulema was aware both that the new regime needed them and that 
they should also consider their place in the new regime. For them there were two 
alternatives: to support the new regime, to provide religious rationalization for it 
and to obtain a new position in the new system, or they could dissolve into the 
system because of the opposition coming from religious people who were treating 
the constitutional regime as irreligious in the name of Islam. 79 People such as 
those involved in the 31 March revolt put the ulema in a very difficult position in 
society. They were blamed for destroying the constitutional regime (which was 
regarded as the only solution to save the Empire from collapse) and for acting 
together with Abdiilhamid II. Since the 31 March revolt, with the slogan "We 
want the Sharia" (~eriat isteriz), caused very strong criticisms of the ulema. 
Members of the ilmiye class, by rejecting this slogan in the name of Islam, were 
opposed to them. Cemiyet-i ilmiye-i islamiye in Beyan iii Hak published an article 
addressed to military officers who joined the 31 March revolt, again with the 
slogan - "we want Sharia" (~eriat isteriz). 80 
78 Hanioglu, Bir Siyasal Orgiit Olarak. .. , p. 112 
79 ismail Kara, islamczlarm Siyasi ... , p. 119. 
80 
"( ... )Bugiin biz Peygamberimiz Efendimiz hazrertlerinin acizane varisleri 
bulundugumuz cihetle O'nun emri makamma kaim olmak iizre bizim 
soziimiizii, nasihatlm1z1 dinleyeceksiniz. <;iinkii, Peygamberimizin yiizbinlerce 
ehadis-i ~erifesini biz okuyoruz, biz biliyoruz. Ku'an-1 Kerim'in mana-y1 miinifini 
biz anhyoruz, bu kadar tefsir, akaid, fik1h kitaplarma miitalaa ediyoruz. Size 
dininizi biz ogretiyoruz. Biz olmasak ~eriat1 nerden bileceksiniz, k1ymetini nas1l 
takdir edeceksiniz. Madem ki ~eriat istiyormu~sunuz, ne giizel talep, ne ali hikmet. 
Lakin yavrular1m1z afv edersiniz o bizim vazifemizdir, sakm vazifemizi gash 
etmeyesiniz. Sizin vazifeniz cihad-1 fi sebilillhattir yani muharebedir. ( ... ): "Asker 
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In general Islamists thought that if the Sharia and the constitutional regime 
(me~rutiyet) were treated as different things, they would lose their place in the 
system. Therefore they preferred to preserve the ties between the Sharia and the 
constitutional regime.81 In other words, the ulema supported the CUP's ideas about 
reform and rationalized the constitutional regime in Islamic terms by arguing that 
it was in accordance with the Sharia. Furthermore, some of them argued that the 
constitutional regime and Islam were the same thing and that the announcement of 
the SCP was the victory of Islam. 82 Although the ulema in the first days of the 
SCP hesitated to join the CUP, in a very short time they decided to take their place 
within it and became very influential in the central committee of the CUP. 
However, there was a big difference between the Young Turks and the ulema in 
terms of their mutually supportive relationship: although the Young Turks seemed 
to use traditionalist and Islamic values to communicate with the public, in reality 
they were aiming more towards nationalist and secular developments. On the 
other hand, the Islamists expected to reach a more religious and moral 
administration through the constitutional regime. 83 Although the expectations of 
Islamists and the Young Turks from the constitutional regime were different, each 
side tried to benefit from this relationship. But time showed that the Islamists' 
expectations were to be disappointed. 
Evladlar1m1za Hitab1m1z ", Beyan ill Hak, II/29, p. 669, 28 R.evvel 327/6 Nisan 
1325, as quoted by ismail Kara, js/amczlarm .. ., p. 52n 
81 Ibid. 
82 . Tar1k Zafer Tunaya, lslamczlzk. .. , p. 99 
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The CUP gave importance to the benefit of Islam's social function in 
reaching the public and in preventing religious opposition. 84 Therefore, the CUP 
tried to communicate with the Islamists and to attract them to their movement. 
They invited respected Islamists of the time to the CUP clubs for conferences.85 
The basic purpose of these conferences was to teach and treat the requirements of 
the constitutional regime within an Islamic context. $eyh iii islam Musa Kaz1m 
Efendi took his place in these conferences as a member of the CUP. As a $eyh iii 
hlam and an influential Islamist of the time, his speeches and writings display 
interesting points in explaining the constitutional regime in the context of Islam. 
83 . . Ismail Kara, Islamczlarm ... , p. 62. 
84 Even in some cases the CUP behaved like Islamits in order to impose the idea 
that their political line was not different from them. For example, when the 
Volkan's oppositions were felt and effected society, the CUP started to play 
mevlits. Ibid, p. 64n. 
85 The conferences were given at the Sehzadeba~1 club of the CUP was published 
with the title "Mevaiz-i Diniye", Mevaiz-i Diniyye I (istanbul, 1912), Mevaiz-i 
Diniyye JI, (istanbul,1913). 
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Chapter 2 
2.Musa Kaz1m Efendi's Social, Religious and Political Ideas 
and his discussions of Westernization Before the SCP 
2.1 His Concept of "Human Being" 
To understand Musa Kaz1m's religious thought, it is necessary to 
appreciate his understanding of the concept of "human being", since he bases his 
arguments concerning religion on human nature. Thus, before examining how he 
defines the concept of religion, his discussion of the concept "human being" 
should be summarized first. 
Among his writings there are two articles directly related to this concept. 
In his article entitled "what is a human being?" (insan nedir?) man is defined as 
follows. Man is a physically weak animal. Every animal a short time after its birth 
becomes capable of defending and preserving itself by its organs, whereas human 
beings until a certain age cannot do this. Until the age of two he cannot walk and 
in general is not capable of living independently until the age of twenty. In spite of 
this, human beings became superior to other animals and created science and 
industry, because he has the reasoning faculty bestowed by God.86 
Musa Kaz1m, in his article "Some words about science and the human 
being" (ilm-i jnsana Dair Bir jki Soz) argues that animals cannot progress since 
86 
.. .insan te~ekkiilat-1 'uzviyesi ve ecza-y1 bedeniyesi i'tibanyla 'adeta bir 
hayvandtr. Hemde 'aciz ve nai;:iz bir hayvandir. 
"insan Nedir", Kulliyat ... , p.87, 87-88 
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they have no reason. Through their reason and intellectual power human beings 
can progress.87 For Musa Kaz1m, the human being is created with sensual and 
bestial forces that belong to the nature of mankind and which should be 
satisfied. 88 In nature there are many ways for people to satisfy their desires, such 
as "instigation" (fitne), "mischief' (jesad), "vanity" (batil ), and "justice" (hak). 
But nature did not determine which of these is the appropriate way to satisfy their 
bestial forces and sensual desires. People themselves have to choose an 
appropriate one. Religion or the law of God would orient them to choose the right 
one.89 There are four forces in the nature of the human being; "sensual forces" 
(~ehvaniyye), "forces of wrath" (gazabiyye), "forces of groundless fear" 
(vehmiyye), "forces of the reasonmg faculty" (kuvve-i akliyye-i 
melekiyye ). 90 Among these forces only one, "reason", can orient people toward 
goodness. Thus the forces of reason do not require any moral improvement and 
"correction" (te'dib ii tehzib). Reason is the result of "celestial holy souls" (ervah-
l kudsiyye-i ulviyye). But, the other three-the sensual forces, the forces of wrath 
87 
... hissiyat ve idrakat-1 hayvaniyye hin-i hilkatden beri ac;:la terakki etmemic:: ve 
. .. , ""' . ~ '' ~ 
heman oldugu mertebede 'ali qale ~alm1~tir... her ne'1in efrad1 o nev'e mah~ii~ olan 
bir rfi~ile, bir hiinere c;ah~a gelmi~ ve hepsi o fi'ili icrada heman miisavi Isalaraj<: 
birisi digerine tefavvuk edememi~dir. insan ise boyle olmayub kuvve-i ~akliyye ve 
meleke-i fikriyyesi sayesinde ~imdiye kadar nice muhtenfat-1 ... : ... ve sirfa"at-1 
garibe zuhura getirmi~ ... ve getirecegi derkar bulu.nn7u~tur ... "ilm-i ins~a Dair Bir 
iki Soz", Kulliyat . ., pp .. 96- 97. 
88 M. Kaz1m, "Medeniyet-i Sahiha, Diyanet-i Hakka" in Kiilliyat -Dini ktimai 
Makaleler (istanbul, 1920), p. 9. This article has been first published in 
Tercilman-1 Hakikat in 11 July, 1898. 
89 Ibid, p. 6. 
90 Ibid, p.103. 
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and the forces of groundless fear-are only "bestial" (hayvani) and "devilish" 
(.Jeytani) forces that always orient people to "wickedness" or "harm" (.Jerr). If a 
human being does not train his bestial and sensual forces, it is not possible for him 
to use his reason. Thus they should be corrected, punished and morally improved. 
These three forces are interrelated in terms of their functions: the sensual forces 
are present for obtaining "carnal pleasures" (lezaiz-i .Jehvaniyye); the forces of 
gazabiyye are for giving people troubles, and the forces of groundless fear orient 
people to usurp power, and to dominate and oppress people. Therefore they 
always require moral improvement.91 Following the creation of human beings 
their bestial and sensual desires increased and caused conflicts and quarrels among 
them. God sent them prophets to eliminate the quarrels among them and to orient 
people toward goodness.92 
Musa Kaz1m, through discussion of the nature of mankind, provides a 
basis for his ideas concerning the necessity of religion, the concept of civilization 
and the importance of science. As will be seen below, these three concepts-
religion, civilization and science-are closely interrelated in Masa Kaz1m's 
thought and depended upon the nature of mankind. 
2.2 The Definition of Religion; Its Functions 
Musa Kaz1m defines religion as the "the law of God" (Kanun-z Subhani) 
91 Ibid. 
92 "Diyanet-i Hakka" in Ibid., p. 14. This article was written in August 1898 but 
in Kiilliyat there is no information about where it is published. 
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and the "Divine Sermon"(Vaz-1 ilahi).93 Although God is "above everything" 
(mustagni) and receives no benefit from sending divine law, God determined such 
a law to protect people.94 When human beings were created there was no religious 
law, while their bestial and sensual forces had not clearly appeared and expanded. 
When they had clearly appeared and increased, people started to attack each other 
to satisfy their sensual and bestial desires. God sent them prophets in order to 
remove the quarrels among them and to spread the law of God.95 Musa Kaz1m 
also mentions that the holy books of these prophets propogated monotheistic 
religions in harmony with their own historical conditions.96 
Musa Kaz1m states that the "the just religion" (diyanet-i hakka) is such a 
crucial thing that without it it would not be posssible for any nation to attain 
civilization. Every civilized and developed nation experienced troubles and 
difficult times, but through the law of God, brought by the prophets, they 
overcame these troubles and attained civilization.97• One of the examples he gives 
for a civilized and progressed nation is the Jews. Their time of slavery lasting two 
93 
" ... (Din Lugatda iJa~t, ceza vei:.avz, de\ ve 'adet gibi bin;o_k ma4ilalara mevzuc: 
olub i~!ilcl-i ~er'ide ise (insanlar1 kendi ibtiyar ve iradeleriyle umur-1 hayriye ve 
ef'al-i l]aseneye sevf eden bir vai:'-1 ilahi ve bir ~aniin-1 suht1ani) ma"hasmda 
miista'meldir ... " 
Ibid,p. 13. 
94 Ibid., p. 13. 
95 Ibid, pp. 13-14. 
96 
" ... bir nebi tarafmdan teblig edilecek olan ahkamm beheme halo nebinin ba,.:s 
oldugu Is:avmin J;ial ve ~an1yla, a.Qla!<- ve e;vanyla miitenasib 011ls1 mu!<-teza-y1 -
1].ikmet oldugunu ... " Ibid. ,p. 22 ; ... µajc te~ala l]a.Zretleri her ~avme kendi !J.allerine, 
kendi zamanlarma, kendi mizaclarma muvafik ahkanu vermi~ ... " in Ibid., p. 26 
97 Ibid., 21 , ' 
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centuries ended with the coming of the prophet Moses. They founded one of the 
most civilized and developed nations in the world.98 In the time of the prophet 
Solomon (Siileyman) the Jewish state included even Egypt and Yemen. The law 
of the Pentateuch enabled them to establish a great civlized nation.99 However, 
after the death of the prophet Solomon, they lost their religious way of life and 
were defeated by their sensual desires, and thus conflicts arose among them. Then 
they were divided among themselves and never acquired their former power 
again. 100 
For Musa Kaz1m the historical experience of the Jews is a good example 
of the significance of the function of religion and of the prophets in the progress of 
nations. Musa Kaz1m claims that for an irreligious nation it is not possible to 
attain civilization. 101 In his detailed writings on the notion of civilization, we will 
see that, for Musa Kaz1m, civilization and religion are tightly interconnected. 
98 Ibid., p.21 
99 Ibid., p. 22. 
100 11 
... eger onlar Hazret-i Silleyman aleyhi's-selam'm vefatmdan sonra dahi 
( 
ahkam-1 diniyelerini ve ahlak-1 milliyelerini muhafaza ederek zulm-1 taaddi 
y~llarma sapmam1~ ve he~esat-1 nefsaniyelerine' magllib olmam1~ olsalar idi ne 
. , 
beynlerinde ihtilaf zuhfu edecek, ne de ~u ihtilafm neticesi olan ahval-i mezkiire-i 
melalet-i i~timale d~~ar olacaklard1 ... 11 • ' ' 
101 11 
••• bir l}avm, bir millet farz edelimki hepsi dinsiz olsunlar. Acaba bunlann 
te~kil-i medeniyet ederek refah ve stadet iizere ya~ayabilmeleri kabil olabilir mi? 
hey~at! ... " Medeniyet-i Sahiha-Di~ayet-i Hakka, Kiilliyat..., Terciiman-1 Hakikat, 
I 1Temmuz1314 (11Temmuz1898), p. 6. 
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2.3 Prophets and Nesh 
Musa Kaz1m states that every monothestic prophet declared a holy book 
which is divided into two parts: "fundamental laws" (ahkam-1 asliyye) and 
"secondary laws" (ahkam-1/er'iyye). The belief in God Almighty and the belief in 
the next world of heaven and hell constitutes the fundamental laws. Although 
these did not change throughout all the declarations of prophets over the centuries, 
the secondary laws, with the progress and development of humanity, underwent 
modifications, and new revelations were sent from the Creator. Musa Kaz1m 
demonstrates this argument through the historical periods of Moses and of Jesus 
Christ. He says that in the Pentateuch there are very simple religious laws that it is 
difficult to call "divine laws" since humanity at the time of Moses was in a very 
primitive stage of development. 102 At the time of Jesus Christ humanity had 
reached a more advanced stage and thus the laws of Christianity were harmonious 
with their needs. But later generations corrupted these laws by importing the 
dogmas of "the reincarnation and the trinity" (hulul and teslis). 103 Furthermore, in 
the New Testament it is difficult to find any concrete rule for the administraion of 
102 
" ... Tevrat mU,talcta olunur ise oyle sade ~tiklimlere te.sadilf edilirki insan onlara 
"a.\tl<am-1 ilahi" namm1 vermeye cesaret edemez ... "._"Diyanet-i Hakka" in Ibid., 
p.17. 
103 
" ... kendisine incil-i ~erifin ahkam1 dahi onlarm hal ve ~anlarma tamam1yla 
muvafi!< idi ... " Ibid, p. 23 ; "Zi~a o z~an,zaman-1.fetret olub insanlar btittin 
oelaletde lcalm1~ idi ...... v1lffun 4azret-i isa'nm tesis etdigi din gilzel bir din idi. 
bi'~-z:at nebi-i mil~arun ileyh tarafmdan yaz1lm1~ bir !_ncil-i ~enf olmad1gmdan 
~rticlarmdan yirmibe~ otuz sene ~offra b<fi1 l~.avariyyun !3J'afmdan inciller 
yazilmaya b~lanm1~ ve bu incillerde ise p~-1 oaride majlal olan ~ulul ve ittipid 
gibi ~eyleri mil~~ir bir tak1m ayat-1 milte~abihe bulunmu~ olmasma mebni soma 
. . . 
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the community. Consequently, to ensure humanity's progress, God sent the final 
prophet and the last holy law. It is composed of the most developed and 
progressive principles that can be applied to humanity. Musa Kaz1m argues that 
each prophet's holy book was relevant in its own historical conditions, but that the 
laws of each holy book were modified by the new revelations of the others. In 
Islamic terms this process is called nesh. 
There are two kinds of nesh: the abrogation of the law of a prophet by 
another law of the same prophet, and the abrogation of the law of a previous 
prophet by the present one. For Musa Kaz1m, nesh is a relevant process for 
humanity, because it provides modification of the laws in harmony with the needs 
of humanity. He explains nesh in the Bible and New Testament by providing 
examples of some laws in the old Testament that were replaced by laws of the 
New Testament. 
In accordance with general Islamist thought, Musa Kaz1m has an 
evolutionist understanding about the development of humanity. While he praises 
Mohammed as the last prophet and the Quran as the most developed form of all 
the holy books, he did not neglect the others' historical significance. For him all 
prophets of monothestic religions and holy books contributed to the development 
of civilization. 
gelenler bu pulul ve itti!'iad rti\rndma ~apm1~lar ve nihayet milad-f isa'da iki uc;'~sIT 
so'iira testis i~ikad1m meydana koyarak ... " Ibid., p. 27. 
. ,.. 
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2.4 Political Thought 
In the 1890s concepts of civilization, especially European concepts of 
civilization and science, were intensely discussed among Ottoman Intellectuals. 
While Islamists accepted that an advanced level of science was the main factor in 
progress, they defended the idea that imitation of Western cultural and moral 
values was the cause of Ottoman society's decline. In other words, questioned the 
moral and cultural values of European civilization. What they understood by 
civilization was "material civilization", social and cultural issues were regarded as 
a totally different sphere. While Ottoman Intellectuals were discussing these 
issues, the future "Unionist" !)eyh iii is/am, Musa Kaz1m Efendi, was also writing 
about civilization and science. His writings seem as a kind of answer to these 
discussions about "civilization and science" (ilim ve funun). 
For him civilization is a part of the nature of human beings and means to 
live as a group in mutual cooperation, in a community, in a city or in a village. 104 
In his first article, "The Means of Civilization and Arabic Language" (1897) 
( Vas1ta-i Medeniyet ve Lisan- l Arabi) Musa Kaz1m did not discuss civilization as 
a concept and did not give its definition in a general sense. Instead, what he called 
civilizaton was the "Islamic" civilization. In this article, by praising the literary 
qualities of the arabic language, he stresses that the arabic language was crucial in 
104 
"Medeniyet bir ~ehirde, bir koyde neresi olursa olsun .toplu olarak ya~ama}c 
demektir. Buda nevi' be~erin mu\<.teza-y1 !.1ilkat ve ~abi'atidu .... " : "Medeniyet-i 
Sahiha-Diyanet-iHakka",Kiilliyat. .. , 11Temmuz1314(11Temmuz1898),p. 5 
; "insan bilkaten medeni oldugundan beni nevi'yle mil~areket ve yekdigerine 
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the expansion of Islamic civilization and stresses the importance of learning it, 
since it is "a duty" (vacib) of Islam for the Ottomans. 105 In his later articles, it is 
possible to find discussion on civilization as a concept and its definition in a more 
general sense. 
The most remarkable point in his discussion of civilization is that religion 
and morality are the two factors that provide a "true civilization" (medeniyet-i 
sahiha). For Musa Kaz1m, civilization does not only mean progress in natural 
sciences and in mathematics, the invention of numerous industries, the 
development of the means of communication, but it also represents an opportunity 
for the welfare and happiness of all the people in that nation. For him, the aim of 
true civilization is to provide welfare and happiness to people. 106 
For Musa Kaz1m material progress, such as developments m natural 
sciences or industry, does not always bring welfare and happiness to people. In 
this point he seems to criticize people who accept Western civilization as the "true 
civilization". He demonstrates that in the countries where industry and natural 
sciences have progressed furthest, only one percent of the population have the 
mtfavenetsiz ya~amas1 \<.abil olmad1 ... " "Vas1ta-i Medeniyet ve Lisan-1 Arabi", 
Tercuman-1 Hakikat, 3 Mart 1313, Kulliyat..., p. 68. 
105 Ibid. 
106 
" ... bu medeniyet-i K"amile denilen ~ey bir ~avmin°"uliim-1 tab'iyye ve riyaZ:iyyede 
tera\qd etmesi ve envai~ ~may'i ibtira eylemesi; vapurlar, ~imendiferler icad ederek 
naldiyat i<;in bunca teshilat gostermesi, buyilk ~ehirler, vasi"caddeler, 'ali binalar 
vilcuda getirmesi vesairesi degil mi ? ... 9ayir! yanhz bunlar degil. <;unku 
medeniyetden maksad asli bi'I- cumle ahalinin refah ve sa'adet ilzere 
, I ' 
ya~amas1d1r. .. " "Medeniyet-i Sahiha Diyanet-i Hakka", Tercilman-1 hakikat, 11 
Temmuz 1314, Kulliyat..., p. 5. 
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chance to benefit in terms of welfare. The rest of the population cannot even have 
a dwelling place, and suffer in earning their livelihood. However, "a true 
civilization" provides justice, welfare and happines to all the people. And this 
means "honesty in every matter" (istikamet), "to be just in every matter" 
(muavenet), "to help people" (mucanebet) and "to keep away from the blemishes 
of the reason" (ma'ayzb-z akliyeden mucanebet). Only religious and moral values 
could orient people to behave in accordance with these four principles of 
civilization, which can only last with a "true piety" (diyanet-i hakka). Because, if 
religious and moral values are absent in people's mind, sensual or bestial forces 
would dominate them; then they could not use their reason. 107 The development of 
the knowledge of skills, industry and trade lead to the continuity of a civilization 
and to the achievement of the level of a "true civilization". However, it is 
necessary that these factors should be associated with "celestial piety and exalted 
morality" (bir diyanet-i semaviyye and ahlak-z aliyyeye mukarenet). Since 
civilization means to form a community or to organize a nation resting on the 
principle of "mutual assistance" (teaviin ii tenasiir), such a structure necessitates 
"true brotherhood" (uhuvvet-i sahiha) and an everlasting compassion among the 
members of the community. Religion and morality could provide these values in 
107 
•.. medeniyet-i ~ajiipa insanlara her diirlil esbab-1 sa•adet ve refahiyyeti ba,b.~ 
eden bir medeniyetdir ki o da her i~te istil{amet, her !!u.s4sdaLadalet, beni nevfne 
muavenet, biitiln ma'ay1b-1 akliyyeden mucanebet ile has1l, bunlarda ancak 
diyanet-i hakka ile ~a,imdir .... " Ibid, p. 5-6. 
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the community. 108 
For him it is impossible for an irreligious community or nation to establish 
civilization and to live in welfare and happiness, even if they progress in science 
and education. Musa Kaz1m most probably refers to Western countries. 109 He 
opposes the idea that European countries had progressed because religion and 
moral values had not prevented their development process. They achieved their 
material progress only through scientific development. 110 
He says that European countries progressed, not only because they 
advanced in the knowledge of science and industry, but also because religion and 
108 "Hami-i Medeniyet", Ki.illiyat..., p. 72. 
109 
" ... her ne halde her ne s1fatda bulunurlar ise bulunsunlar dinsiz adamlarm bir 
. . 
yere gelerek bir medeniyet-i ~al].il]a te~kil edebilmeleri dahi 1<:abil degildir. Binaen 
caleyh medeniyet-i ~a!ii])anm ancak altlak-1 fazilu ve ev,Saf-1 aliyye ile, bunlarmda 
diyanet-i l].a~a ile pu~Ul-pezir olacag1 her tiirlii $iibhedeh azadedir." Medeniyet-i 
Sahiha-Diyanet-i Hakka", Terciiman-1 Hakikat 11 Temmuz 1314 (11 Temmuz 
1898), Kiilliyat..., p. 7 
110 
" ... Avrupa ahalisi, din ve ahfa~a o kadar ehemmiyet vermedikleri l'ialde 
bugiinkii ter~iyat-1 maddiyeleri biitiin ciham du9ar-1 payret ediyor. Eger 
medeniyetin gerek beJ<:asmda, gerek tt!alisinde dfu ve ~la\(ln medh_ali olsa idi 
onlarda bu terakkiyat gori.ilmez idi tarafmda bir i\iiaz edilir ise bu i'tiiaza iki 
I ' 0 
vecihle cevab verilir. Evvela A vrupa'nm $U teraJqdyata nail olmas1 yaln1z ufom ve 
fiinun sayesinde degildir. Din ve ahla}(lnda onda da,b.li ki.illisi vard1r. Arna eger 
ap.val-i ahalinin birbirine u!Juvvet-i ciddiye ve mupabbeti ~aviyyelerini mucib olan 
0 rabtfa-i semaviyye onlarda olmasa idi $U gordilgfunilz teraj<l}iyata nail olmalan 
$5yle dursun l}miin-1 miiiye ~m1 gibi onlar1nda here ii mere olacajdan 
muhal%ak idi. ~aniyen egen,)ltliin ve maarifve ~ufayi"sayesinde Avupa ahalisi 
bugiin teraµ.i-i maddiyenifi evc-i balasma irtilra etmi~ler gibi goriinilyorlar ise de 
erb'"ab-1 Q.aJdl}at nezdinde bu terajdfiyatm, bu medeniyetin ll§la degeri yo~dur. Zira 
Avrupa'da bir miiddet-i mahdudadan beri mebna-i metin-i medeniyet olan "teaviin 
. 
ve te'a~ur" ~d'idesine su-i ahln~ neticesi olara~ l,ialel fari olmaya ba$lam1~ 
oldugundan l}ariben 0 esas-11}.avmin bi'l-kiilliye mapv1yla iµtira~at-1 $absiyyenin 
her~eye galebesiyle ~u terats.l).iyatm bi'F-Jab• miithi~ bir tedenniyata taltavviil ve 
inkilab eyleyecegi dahi emr-i zarliridir. II Ibid, p.72 . 
• 
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moral values played important role in their progress. If they had no religious 
values, they would disappear111 • Secondly, he says that although science or 
education or industry provided the Europeans' progress, this does not have any 
value in the face of divine authority, because they are misusing moral values. 
Therefore in time their "progress" (terakki) will tum into "retrogession" 
( d . ) 112 te enmyat. 
In addition to the importance of religion and moral values ("true piety"), 
another point he stressed as necessary for a true civilization is the need for a 
"teacher" (muallim) and a "guide" (milr.Jid). Musa Kaz1m mentions that human 
beings, differing from animals by their reason and intellectual superiority, made 
many innovations and established numerous mdustries. However, without a 
teacher or a guide, it is not possible for people to use their reason and intellectual 
power in the proper way to progress and to reach civilization. 113 He supports this 
argument by the example of tribes which lived in a state of savagery for centuries, 
since they had no teacher or a guide. Concerning the development of a nation and 
the reaching of civilization, he gives the examples of America and of European 
countries. He says that when America was discovered four hundered years ago, 
111 "Hami-i Medeniyet, Kiilliyat..., p. 72 
112 
" .•. erbab-1 lp~ilcat nezdinde bu teraJ!.yatm, bu medeniyetin a~la degeri yokdur. 
Zira Avrupa'da bir miiddet-i mahdudeden beri mebila-y1 mefin medeniyet olan 
"teaviin ii tenasur" fa'idesine su-i ahlak neticesi olarak ~lel-tari olmaya ba~lam1~ 
oldugundan ~ariben o esas kavmin bi'l-kiilliye mahv1yla ve ihtirasat-1 ~ahsiyenin 
her ~eye galebesiyle ~u ter~iyatm bi'!-t.abfmiidhi~ bir tedenniyata ta!iavviil ii 
ml)1rab eyleyecegi dahi emr-i zarliridir ... II Ibid, 72. 
113 "ilm-i insana Dair Bir iki Soz", Kiilliyat..., p. 96 
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there was nothing in the continent. Then many teachers were sent there to teach 
"science" (ilim ve funun). 114 Then they started to progress and became one of the 
most civlized nations in the world. 115 • The second example he gave for developed 
nations is Europe. He asserts that actually there is no need to go back to America 
to understand importance of teachers and of guides for progress. Europe is the best 
example for this. He asserts that in Europe, presently admired for its material 
progress and civilization, people were killing each other four hundred years ago. 
Then, after they inherited Greek sciences and Islamic knowledge, they progressed 
to their present level. 116 
As it is seen from these discussions Musa Kaz1m uses the term "progress" 
together with civilization. But he does not give any definition of the term progress 
or particularly talk about its requirements. It may be possible to assume that he 
114 instead of teacher he uses the terms ulema "doctors of Muslim theology" and 
hiikema "philosophres". But, in the context what he means is not ulema and 
htikema in their original meanngs. He uses ulema and htikema like teachers and 
guides. 
115 Ibid 
116 
" ... ne 9acet i~te Amerika ~lth-i cesi"mesi meydanda duruyor bu l<.1Ja ahalisi 
orada nice'°a~1rlar imrar-1 payat etmi~ler ve b-albuki o uzun hem de pek u~un bir 
mtiddet ~arfmda hi9bir htiner ve hi9bir kenial ihraz edememi~ler ve binaen'aleyh 
kendilerini dereke-i silfla-y1 l}ayvaniyyeden nam~a muvaffaf. olamam1~lardir. 
Burdaidortyilz sene evvel klfa-i meycure ke~f olundu badehu oraya bir90~ 'lllema 
ve l).iikerrfa gonderildi. Ahali 9ah~dilar ve yava~ yava~ teral}lsiye ba~ladilar. 
Nihayet ~imdiki dereceye va~Il oldular ve kendilerini btitiln cihana 
begendirdiler ... o l}adar uzaga gitmeye gerek yo}<.. i~te bugiln tera!<l5-iyat-1 
matliyesine hayran oldugumuz A vrupa dahi bundan dort be~yilz sene evvele 
• 
gelinceye !<adar"aym 9-alde olub ahalisi yekdigerine yemek derecesine 
gelmemi~ler mi idi ? ba'dehu bir iarafdan fiinlin-1 Yunanniyye, diger iarafdan 
\ilum-1 islamiyyeye vari~ olarak bu fiinun, bu \ilum sayesinde tera.Jq<.i ede ede 
nihayet ~imdiki hrrl-1 hayret istimali ihraz eylemediler mi? ... " Ibid, pp. 97-98. 
• - # 
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uses progress with the same meaning as civilization, or perhaps as the process 
towards civilization. Musa Kaz1m, as a Modernist Islamic thinker, accepts the 
superiority of the West and the necessity for scientific developments in the 
progress of a nation. If we consider his writings before the Second Constitutional 
Period, between 1895 and 1908, we see that his ideas for the progress of the 
Ottoman nation differed from those of the Young Turks in the 1880s and in the 
1890s who constituted the first members of the CUP. However, considering how 
Musa Kaz1m became a member of the CUP in the SCP, although his religious-
political ideas were incompatible with the members of the CUP, the answer lies in 
the ideological and political athmosphere of the Ottoman State in the SCP. 
2.5 Science and Islam 
Musa Kaz1m's discussion of science goes along with his discussion of 
civilization, since for him it is one of the components of civilization, like religion 
and moral values. Musa Kaz1m asserts that there is no any incompatibility 
between contemporary scientific developments and the Quran, as some people 
argued. He demonstrates that contemporary scientific developments, like the 
knowledge of astronomy and laws of the solar system, are available in the Quranic 
verses. 117 Musa Kaz1m argues that, unfortunately for the Ottoman Empire, this 
scientific knowledge is not extended sufficiently among the population. 
He criticizes the people who deny the truths of contemporary scientific 
knowledge in the name of Islam or the Sharia. In this sense it can be assumed that 
42 
Musa Kaz1m criticizes the traditionalist/conservative Muslims who had always 
been against innovations in the Empire. He says that Islam followed Judaism and 
Christianity, and while rejecting some of their laws, accepted some others. Then it 
reached a more perfect level than any other religion could reach. The Quran itself 
is the proof of the truth of Islam. It includes knowledge from mysticism and 
morality to science in every sphere of life. 118 Musa Kaz1m in all his writings 
admires the virtue of science and criticizes people who deny its virtues. However, 
he implies that science is not under the monopoly of Europe. Islam orders the 
search for science and the demonstration of this is in the Quran. 119 
Musa Kaz1m criticizes the Islamic countries' level of progress. He asserts 
that the reason for the decline of the Islamic countries is not Islam, as argued by 
Europe; the lassitude of Islamic countries is the reason for their decline. When 
they started to progress through scientific knowledge, Islamic countries did not 
give importance to it because of their lassitude and they entered a period of 
118 
" ... ~utan-I muciz beyan boyle nice l].a\caik-i fenniye Ve esrar-I kevniyyeyi 
mutaZammm bulurtmu~ ve bu cihetle fiinlin-1 maddiye-i ~al).iqa ve \iliim-1 
be~eriyye-i ~aI>ifaya muhalefet ~oyle dursun, belki mtiavenet bile eylemi~ken 
garibdirki bizler...~errat-1 garra-1 ~ediyye atiJ<.'funm1 seve seve !mbule sevl} ve 
te~vil}e ~arf-1 himmet etmiyoruz. Bi'l-\kis onlarm n~armda kesb-i kafiyyet etmi~ 
olan fi.intin-1 gazirayi ~eri\t, din narmna redde 9ah~1yoruz ... ftiniin-1 l]azireyle ayat-1 
~ur'aniyye arasmda hemen hi9de miiDa.yenet olmayub bi'l%kis beynlerinde 
muvaffa_fat-1 kamile bulundugu ... t~avvuf, aQ.l*, usnI£i fif4, ~arf, nahv, lugat 
vesaire, 'ulum ve ftinun*1 islamiyyenin kaffesi Kur'an'da ahz ii iktibas 
edilmi~dir ... " "Diyanet-i Hakka", August 1314 (1898) Kulliyat ... , pp. 34-36. 
119 Faza'il-i 'ilm", 24 Te~rin-i Sani 1311 (24 November 1895, Kiilliyat..., p. 39. 
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stagnation. 120 Then they started to denigrate and see Islamic countries as inferior. 
He implies that Ottoman Empire had been, in this respect, at one time in advance 
of Europe. In this point, he strictly denies the idea that Ottoman society could not 
progress because Islam was an obstacle to progress and opposes people in the 
Ottoman state who discredit their own societies because of Islam. 121 Musa Kaz1m, 
while accepting the need to import European industries, objects to imposing 
European moral values and traditions on Ottoman society. 122 For him, not only the 
Ottomans, but every nation would dissolve if it loses its own moral and traditional 
values. He gives examples from Greek, Iranian and French history. 
120 "Beyan-1 hakikat", 19 March 1314 (18 Mach 1898), Kulliyat ... p. 81. 
121 11 
•• :lifum ve :fiirlunun pek 9ok. .. mi.itera!<ld oldugu ve bina'en ... aleyh din ve"uliim 
arasmda <adeta bir tezad-1 kamil zann olundugu bir zamanda erkan-1 diniyye ve 
ha.Kaik-i islamiyemizi delaCj_l ve i7aha ve berahTn-i kat'ia ile erbab-1 fiiriun ve 
- I f"' f/I' I I 
ashab-1 ma'arife kar~1 isbat etmege ve bu suretle onlan din ve milletimize , 
mul].abbet etdirmege li.izum ... vardir .... Her mi.i~ki.ili.imi.izi.i halle, her i\_ltiyac1m1z1 
def e kafi, insaniyet ve be~eriyyete t~alltif eden bi'l-ci.imle faza'il ve vaza"ifi 
ttlime vafi olan Kuran-1 mehuz beyan nev'i be~erin nasil ttlim ve terbiye 
• 
edilecegini ve dtire-i insaniyet ve medeniyete ne yolda er~ad olunacagm1 beyan 
ve izah etmektedir ... " 
11 
••• ~u lfal-1 pestide kah~1m1z firsat add ederek bu babda ag1zlarma gelen 
hezeyan1 soylemeye ci.ifet alm1~lard1r. Suras1 ~ayan-1 tesadi.ifdi.ir ki bu hezeyanlara 
ci.iFet edenler yanhz ecnebiler olsa idi bir dereceye kadar m!zur gori.ilebilir idi. 
Bizim kendimizden de buna ci.ir'et edenler vardir. Nitekim bunlarm vas1ta-i ne~r-i 
efkan olan 
ba'z1 cemd bu maddeyi arasira herkese kar~l bir suret-i mahiranede 
t 
gostermektedirler. .. 11 Ibid, 81. 
122 11 
••• A vrupa aj}laf ve "adat1m 'aynen ~abul etmeli imi~ ! Edebiyatda, Q.ikemiyatda 
Zolalarm, Hugolarm, ve daha ve bilmemkimlerin eserlerine tamam1yla i)s.tita 
eylemeli imi~. I]a,s1h A vrupa'da ne kadar re~filet var ise ci.imlesini medeniyet 
namma olarak memleketimize bi'l-id[al ahaliye kab'Ul etdirmeli imi~ ! (Arna 
sauiayiedegil ha! <;i.inkii s1iiaytile ugra~mak icra-i sefahata rrianf' oldugundan am 
I I 
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By those he criticizes for claiming wrongly that Islam was an obstacle, 
Musa Kaz1m most probably means the Young Turks and Newspapers like 
Me$veret, Osmanlr and j9tihad. In the year 1898, the Young Turks were opposed 
to Islam since they saw it as an obstacle to progress and to reforms in Ottoman 
society and saw themselves as a separate intellectual group. Musa Kaz1m's 
criticisms of intellectuals who defended the importation of European culture into 
their country are similar those of the Young Ottomans in the 1860s. In Musa 
Kaz1m's thought it is possible to see parellels with those who reflected the features 
of the modernist Islamic movement. For him too, European values were causing 
Ottoman cultural and moral values to deteriorate, and this deterioration in return 
prevented the progress that was necessary to reach civilization. Since if a nation 
lost its cultural and national values, it could not progress. For him too, the solution 
to the collapse of the Empire lies in the original Islam, which itself is the source of 
European civilization. 
In Musa Kaz1m's discussion of Natural Laws and Divine Laws it may be 
possible to see other similarities with the Young Ottomans, particularly with 
Nam1k Kemal, and to see contrasts with the nucleus of the CUP in the 1890s, 
particularly with Abdullah Cevdet and Ahmed R1za Bey. 
yine A vrupa ahalisine terk etmek ve icab halinde pare vererek anlardan e~ya 
miibay!a eylemek daha ]Jayirh degil mi so, very Ibid, p.82-83. 
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2.6 Natural Laws and Divine Laws 
Musa Kaz1m opposes the idea that the universe runs according to natural 
laws that the order of the universe is not related to the divine laws. Musa Kaz1m is 
against the people who argue that, if there is a divine authority superior to 
everything, there would be no "unequality and differences" (tefavut u tegayur ) 
among the people. For example, there would be no rich nor poor, no clever nor 
slow-minded, no learned nor illiterate people. Divine authority would create all of 
them equal. He calls defenders of this thought baz1 "some new thinkers" (yeni 
fikir adamlarz). 123 Musa Kaz1m calls these new men's arguments "null and void" 
(bat1l) or "invalid". 
With the term "new men" he most probably refers to the Young Turks of 
the 1890s, the Nucleus of the future CUP in the Medical Faculty School and the 
group of Ahmed Rtza Bey who may be called Ottomanist/Westemist side of the 
CUP. Because, they were strictly against idea of "divine laws" (ilahi kanunlar) 
they were influenced by the principles of positivism and defended the validity of 
natural laws for the ordering of the universe and of societies. 
Musa Kaz1m mentions that differences among creatures are "proof of the 
presence of the Creator and of order in the universe ('alemde medar-1 husn-i 
intizam ve sebeb-i k1vam-1 'alem ). For him there are three reasons for these 
123 
." ... Ba4z1 efkar-1 cedide er0ab1 eger bu k~inat s1fat-1 kenialiyeyi miistecmi'bir 
zat-1 vacibii'l viicudun eser-i sun' olsa idi, beyne'i m"hlukat mii~ahede etdig~imiiz 
...; . ~ . 
~u tetaviit ve tegayiir bulunmazd1. Me~eJa, insanlarin kimisi zeiigin, kimisi fa!pr, 
kimisi zeki, kimisi gabi, kimistalim, kimisi c""ahil olmaz idi ve bu 'adem-i intizam 
- . 
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"differences". Firstly, if there is no tefavut u tegayur in the universe, there would 
be no "pluralities" (tenvi'at). 124 Secondly, if there is no tefaviit ii tegayiir, the 
minds of people could not find any answer to the presence of a single divine 
authority. 125 The third reason, possibly the most important one, is that the lasting 
of the order of the universe would not be posibble if "differences" were absent. 
This means that, if people were created as equal, they would not help each other 
and benefit from each other's industries and arts. In this point, we can see that 
Musa Kaz1m, through this idea, rationalizes the usefulness of getting scientific 
developments and industries from the West, even though their religious beliefs 
and moralities are against Ottoman ones. He provides a religious base to this idea 
by quoting a verse of the Quran. 126 
For Musa Kaz1m, "nature" (tabiat ) like other "symptoms of the world" 
(a'raz-1 sa'ire) needs a divine authority to occur and to last in the world. For him, 
since God and His laws, "the divine laws" are the source of everything, nature 
was one of the creations of God. Therefore, the universe runs by means of the law 
of God, not by means of a law of nature. Natural law is the will of the divinity and 
'alemde goriilmez idi. Zira\dalet-i ilahi bunlarm her bu,sti~da milS'avat ilzere 
olmalarm1 i~tiza eder." Kiilliyat..., Hikmet-i Tefavilt-i Hilkat, p. 65 . 
124
" .. .teiaviit ve tegayilr olmad1kc;a ta'addiid ve tenevvu c olmaz ... ve bu t<lfdirde 
hayret-bah~a-y1~lil olan ~u tenevvuat-1 bi-nihaye ve tekennilvat-1 bi-gaye 
vilcud-pezir olmaz idi ... " Kiilliyat, p. 65 
125
" •• .icra-y1 te'sir eden ve asarmda muktez~Sl asla tebeddiil Ve t~gayyilr etmeyen 
bir mu4 essiri, tabiatdan ba~ka blr ~ey'e h~vl mi.irnkliin olamayacagmdan 
I I 
eger beyne'l-e~ya teravilt ve tegliyiir bulunmasa idi, 'alemin bir hakim-i mtftal 
ve bir hiida-y1 layezal halk ve icad buyrulmu~ olduguna 'tikul-i nas bir yol 
• • bulamaz idi ... " 
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the universe has been arranged according to divine laws. Divine laws include 
natural laws; they can not be taught as a different sphere, because, he says, in the 
universe nothing can create itself. Everything needs a divine power to be created. 
However, he does not deny the presense and influences of nature. 127 Musa Kaz1m 
proves this idea through concept of 'adetu 'l-llah which is used for natural events 
in Islam. 
These ideas of Musa Kaz1m are much more similar to those of the Young 
Ottomans. For example, if we consider Nam1k Kemal's ideas about natural laws 
and divine laws, it would be easy to see similarities between Musa Kaz1m and 
Nam1k Kemal. Actually, not only in terms of the discussion of natural law and 
divine law, but in general Musa Kaz1m's political ideas are similar to Nam1k 
Kemal's. Nam1k Kemal's attempt at a synthesis between Islamic and Western 
conceptions prefigure Musa Kaz1m's approach to Islamic and Western 
concepts. 128 
The Young Ottomans attempted to demonstrate that Sharia law was in 
accordance with reason. In doing this, they were applying the concept of natural 
126 11 
••• bir ve takva Uzere birbirinize mu'avenet ve nusret ediniz. jbid.. 
127
" ... Acaba birieyin kendi vilcudu i9iln mu~tac oldugu diger bir ~eyi yaratm1~ 
olmas1 }(abil olabilir mi? ~ilbhe yokki olamaz. Oyle ise bu ka4.inatm ancak a~ar-1 
tabi"yyeden 4ibaret bulunduguna dtir serd edilen delilin butlanmda dahi ~ekk 
yoktur 
" ... bizim bu beyan1m1zdan 'ilemde tabi"atm vilcud ve tesirini inkir etdigimiz 
ala~Ilmasm ... 11 Ibid. 
128 ~erif Mardin, The Genesis ... , p. 287 
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law. 129 Among them, Nam1k Kemal vehemently defended the superiority of 
Islamic law. During his lifetime he was opposed to secular laws, for him the law 
must depend on divine authority. 130 He was also opposed to attempts to secularize 
law in the Tanzimat. 131 Both Musa Kaz1m and Nam1k Kemal argued that law must 
be based upon divine authority. However, although Nam1k Kemal's attempt to 
legitimize Islamic law against the superiority of Western laws was similar to that 
of Musa Kaz1m, he differed from Musa Kaz1m in terms of source of the law. For 
Nam1k Kemal, Islamic law was deduced from the natural law that is present in the 
verses of the Quran. 132 For Musa Kaz1m, on the contrary, the source of nature and 
its laws was divine authority. In Sunni Islam, natural laws are symptoms of God in 
the universe; there is no concept like that ofNam1k Kemal. 133 
Musa Kaz1m, in accordance with Sunni Islam, argues that the source of 
laws are "the verses of the Quran" (nass). In general, Musa Kaz1m in rationalizing 
his arguments, refers to nass. The tradition of interpreting the verses according to 
requirements of the time had continued since Tanzimat (1839) and the 
Constitutional Period (1876). 134 The most famous ones are me$veret, $Ura, i'dad-1 
129 Mi.imtazer Ti.irkone, Siyasi jdeoloji ... ,p. 135. 
130 Tiirkone, Siyasi jdeoloji Olarak. . ., p. IOOn. Nam1k Kemal, Mecmua-i 
Ebuziyya, "Hikmet-i Hukuk", ciiz. 48, CA 1302, 28 Mart 1844 
131 Mardin, Genesis .. , p. 315 
132 "~eriat ... usulii ayat ve ehadiste mevcut olan hukuk-1 tabiyyeden bi'l-istinbat 
v1km1~t1r. II Ti.irk one, p.13 Sn. 
133 Ti.irkone, Siyasi MeolojiOlarak. .. , p. 137; Mardin, Genesis ... , p. 315 Mardin 
says that Nam1k Kemal's understanding oflaw was influened from Volney and 
Locke. 
134 . . Islamil Kara, Jslamczlarzn. .. , p. 39 
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kuvvet, uhuvvet, ittihat, and so on. 135 The Young Ottomans had tried to adopt new 
meanings to these old concepts. 136 In the SCP, too, this tradition of the adoption of 
new meanings to religious concepts and new interpretation of verses continued. In 
this period these concepts gained political meanings, which was a modem 
attitude. 137 
On the other hand, there were differences between Musa Kaz1m and the 
W estemist side of the CUP in the 1890s in terms of the source of the natural 
law. 138 For example, for Ahmed Riza Bey things and material entities were 
connected to each other through natural laws. 139 He says that without the help of 
nature nothing would happen. 140 However, Ahmed Riza Bey did not deny Islamic 
values in his writings. That is, although he did not give importance to Islam as a 
"a divine inspiration" (vahy-i ilahi) he considered its social functions important 
for progress, even more than those of Christianity. 141 For him it was not possible 
to convert a learned and cultured Muslim to Christianity, but it was possible to 
135 Ibid. 
136 Tlirkone, Siyasi ideoloji Olarak .. . , p. 102 
137 ismail Kara, islamczlarzn .. , p. 39. Interpretation of these concepts is peresent in 
Musa 
Kaz1m's writings. 
138 See for more about the ideas of the Westemist side of the CUP -Young Turks 
in the Medical Faculty Scool and Ahmed Riza Bey. 
139 Serif Mardin, Jon Tiirklerin. .. , p. 181 n. "Cihanm kudret ve serveti vatamm1zda 
toplansa kavanin-i tabiiyyenin hilkmi.inil degi~tirmez. Kfure-i arzm ilzerindeki 
daglar, nehirler nasil bir kanuna tabi ise hayati o ilrre'ye merbut olanj insanlar da 
her ~eyde kavanin-,i tabiiyyeye itaat ve ink1yat etmeye mecburdurlar." (Ahmed 
Riza Bey's writings from Layiha). 
140 Ibid. 
141 Ibid, p.183. 
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convert the same person to positivism. 142 In this point his ideas showed 
similarities to Musa Kaz1m's, but they are differentiated from Musa Kaz1m's in 
terms of the source and applicability of the law oflslam as a divine power. In the 
1890s Musa Kaz1m and Ahmed R1za Bey in their articles were discussing the 
same subjects -natural law and divine law, the function oflslam and its role in 
progress-. But Musa Kaz1m's ideas about the source and role of Islam were 
totally different from those of Ahmed R1za Bey. 143 
142 As Serif Mardin argues although Ahmed R1za Bey mistaken with this thought, 
he did not treated Islam as an obtackle. Ibid, p. 184. 
143 Ahmed Riza Bey expressed his ideas in jmprimerie Nationale,_in 1312, in 
Mechveret in September 15, 1896. Musa Kaz1m had written in February 8, 1313 
(February 2, 1897)about the same topic with Ahmed Riza Bey. 
Serif Mardin mentions that Ahmet Riza Bey's ideas displays some differences in 
the Turkish and French journal Me~veret. Ibid, p.188. He says that in the French 
Me~veret while universal ideas were taking place, in Turkish one more patriotic 
ideas and critical attitude toward pdishah's despotism took place. In other words, 
artickles in the Turkish Me~veret displayed influence of center of the CUP, Ibid, 
p. 188. 
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Chapter 3 
3. Musa Kaz1m's Religious and Political Thought in the SCP 
After the announcement of the SCP, Musa Kaz1m Efendi became a member 
of the "The Great Scientific Council" (Meclis-i Kebir-i j/mi) of the CUP, founded 
shortly after the announcement of the constitutional regime. 144 His career as a Seyh 
iii is/am began in the cabinet of Sadrazam ismail Hakk1 Pa~a (July 12, 1910). 
During the SCP he became four times Seyh iii is/am in the cabinets of ismail Hakk1 
Pasha (June 12, 1910-September 29, 1911), of Said Pasha (September 30, 1911-
December 3, 1911), of Said Halim Pasha (May 8, 1916 -February 3, 1917), and of 
Talat Pasha (February 4, 1917 -November 8, 1918, the date the CUP's political life 
ended in the Empire). 145 For a short time, while ismail Hakk1 Pasha was in Europe, 
he became the deputy of "the Grand Vizier" (sadrazam) in the cabinet. Then, with 
the resignation of the cabinet, his duty as a ~eyh ill islam ended. 146 In the Talat 
Pasha cabinet, in addition to being ~eyh ill islam, he also became deputy of the "the 
Ministry of Mortmain Estates" ( evkaf nezareti vekilligi). During the Mondros 
Armistice period, when the members of the CUP were arrested by the Damad Ferit 
Pasha government, he was first arrested in Bekiraga Bolilgu, then, because of his 
144 Abdillkadir Altunsu, Osmanh Seyh iii hlamlan (Ankara, 1972), pp. 234- 237. 
In the Second Constitutional Period this council was founded by the CUP to 
provide a scientific basis for decisions. 
145 Ibid., 
146 Ibid. 
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illness, he was exiled to Edime, although others were deported to the island of 
Malta. 147 Shortly afterwards Musa Kaz1m died in Edime. 
In examining Musa Kaz1m's political ideas, it strikes us immediately that 
Musa Kaz1m defends the constitutional regime in accordance with Islam and the 
Sharia. 148 He bases his discussion of the constitutional regime particularly on the 
concept of "consultation" (me~veret) on the notion of consulting with the 
community about political matters. 149 Therefore it would be proper to discuss the 
two concepts "constitutonalism" and "consultation" together. 
3. 1 "Consultation" (Me§veret) 
Musa Kaz1m mentions that the prophet Mohammed declared the "divine 
orders" (ahkam-z ilahi) which consisted of two parts: "orders pertaining to the 
Next World" (ahkam-z uhreviyye) and "worldy orders" (ahkam-1 diinyeviyye ) 
these in tum divided into two as "fundamental" (asli) and "secondary" (jer'i) 
rules. Secondary worldly rules consisted of Islamic orders pertaining to "worldly 
issues" (muamelat) of which the issue of "punishment" (ukubat) is a part. If 
fundemantal rules are not applied, it is meaningless to apply secondary ones. For 
Musa Kaz1m the principles of fundamental worldly rules are as follows: "to 
consult the community about every matter, to apply the principles of justice and 
147 Ibid. 
148 This attitude was not peculiar to Musa Kaz1m, it was general behavior of 
Islamists of the time, whether traditonalist-Islamist or not, like Mustafa Sabri 
Efendi, ismail Hakk1 Bey. 
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equality, to entrust to God's competent administrators for the country's affairs." 150 
In order to prove his arguments he referred to to six Quranic verses. 151 For Musa 
Kaz1m the most important thing for rulers to possess was "fear of God" (takva). 
Musa Kaz1m explains "fear of God", the refraining from the violation of the rights 
of God and his people . Thus, to be able to apply the principles of "consultation" 
ass ordered by God, rulers have to know the rights of God and of people very well. 
In the article Islam 'da "In Islam the Principles of Consultation and 
Liberty" (Usul-i Me~veret-Hurriyet) written on July 24th 1908, one day after the 
announcement of the SCP, Musa Kaz1m referred to Mohammad's time and argued 
that in the original Islam there was consultation. By explaining the time of 
Mohammad he argued that the principles of "consultation", of "equality" 
(musavat), of "freedom" (hurriyet), and of "justice" (adalet) were given to all 
149 Musa Kaz1m Efendi, "Me~rutiyet", Mevaiz- i Diniyye, Part II. 
150 
"islam'da Usul-i Me~veret ve Hiirriyet, Kulliyat ... , (Risale-i Mahsuse, July 24, 
1908), p. 243 
151 
" ••• and consult Them in affairs (of moment) ... ", Al-i irnran verse 159, 
" ... and when ye judge between man and man, that you judge withjustice ... ", Nisa 
verse 58, 
" ... To you make you swerve 
" ... To wrong and depart from Justice. Be Just...", Maide verse 8, 
" ... And weight with (full) justice;-
No burden do We place 
On any soul, but that 
Which it can bear;-
Whenever you speak, spaek justly, 
Even ,if a near relative 
Is concerned; and fulfil 
The Covenant of God ... ", En'am verse 152 
The Holy Qur'an, translated by A. Yusuf Ali, (Beyrut, 1987). 
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152 ft Moslems and all people one thousand three hundred years ago. However, a er 
the period of the four caliphs the "the political orders of religion" (ahkam-1 
siyasiyye-i diniyye ) were abolished by rulers and some misunderstandings or 
"null and vain beliefs" (mevani-i batila )153 arose about Islam, leading to the idea 
that Islam is an obstacle to progress. 154 The main point of this article is that in so 
far as the constitutional regime is in harmony with Islam, its principles are already 
present in the original Islam and the reason for the decline of Islamic governments 
is the giving up of the principles of me.rveret. 155 Furthermore, at the $ehzadeba.r1 
Club of the CUP in one of his speeches, he claimed that the reason for European 
152 
" .. .i~te gorliltiyorki u~ul-ime~veret, milsavat, ijilrriyet,"adalet gibi insaniyet ve 
medeniyetin es·asil'l-esasm1 te~kil eden erK"an bundan bin il9 ytiz sene evvel taraf-1 
ilahiden Milslilmanlara ve bilttin insanlara ba,& olunmu~ bir p*f-1 me~ru'aur ... ", 
Ibid, 246 
153 Ibid., p. 247. 
154 
" ... hulefa-i ra~idinden sonra ahkam-1 siyasiyye-i diniyye ba~ka kahblara 
' . , 
doktildti, maf.am-11].ilafete gelen zevat menafi-i zatiyelerini dil~ilndtiler. igraz-1 
nefsaniyelerine tam oldular, bu maksadlanm temin ugrunda .... bilttin insanlara bir 
ltitf-i vacibi'l-~ilkram olan bu hukuku, bu hilrriyet, bu milSa.vat, bu'iidaleti gash 
. ' . - . 
ettiler. ... sadr-1 Islam'da ve ahk.'nm-1 ~ef-i milbine vukufu olmayan bir tak1m 
• 11 ' I ~ 
cehaletin ~idesini "islam mani~i ter~idir" diye if~ad ettiler ... "lbid, p. 246 
155 
" ... Cenab-1 hakk bu din-i milDinin hnmi-i hakikisi oldugu ve ile'l-ebed ~eriat-1 
garra-1 Muham~~diyye'nin ahk'llm-1 hUrriyet bahc;:as1m h$ ve s1y1ineti ve ~dd 
• • 11 "'I • 
buyurdugu cihetle padi~ah1m1z efendimiz hai:retleri makam-1 hilMet kilbraya gelir 
gelmez .... uS'ul-i me~vereti meydana koyd~lar,Kanlin-1 Esasi'yi ilan etdiler. Fakat 
... din ve ~illetin tavsifat ve ilkaat-1 melanetk~ranesiyle bu kanun-1 mtinlfin "' 
~m-1 milnderecesini mevki-i tatbike vat etmeye muvaffak olamad1lar. Bugiln 
o gibi mevani-i batila btisbilttin bertaraf ve mtindefi oldugundan zat-1 , 
hilmayimlan Oxford kanun-1 mtinifin art1k mevki-i tatbike vaz'-1 zaman1 geldigine 
derk buyurarak min-taratf'l-llah'uhde-i ~ahanelerine terettilb eden bir vazife-i 
mukaddeseyi itaya te~ebbils eylediler. Ve bu sebeble bilttin alem-i islamiyet ve 
, . 
insaniyeti kendine mecbur-1 ~ilkran kildilar .... millet-iislamiyye ve Osmaniyye'yi 
boyle nfmet-i hilrriyete mt'illiyetle her an ~adilman buyursun ... " Ibid., p. 243-248. 
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h f . . l . 156 progress was t e presence o const1tut1ona regimes. 
Musa Kaz1m interestingly praised Abdiilhamid II, by arguing that as a 
"real" duty of a caliph he announced in 1876 the Kanun-1 Esasi, in other words 
me~veret. However, he argues that, because of some enemies of religion and the 
community the padishah had no chance to execute the Kanun-i Esasi. But after the 
elimination of "illegitimate obstacles" (mevani-i batzla) the padishah had the 
opportunity again to put the constitution into practice. 157 
In Musa Kaz1m's writings during the SCP it is possible to see some 
features of the Young Ottomans. It can be assumed that while the aim was to 
provide Islamic justification for the new regime, suggestions concerning the 
worsening condition of Ottoman society were still in accordance with the the 
ideas of the Young Ottomans. 
Serif Mardin argues that Nam1k Kemal, like Musa Kaz1m in most of his 
articles, stressed the necessity of the establishment of a system of me~veret in the 
Ottoman Empire. Unlike Musa Kaz1m, in Nam1k Kemal's writings the term 
me~veret was used as equal to "representative government", not to 
constitutionalism. 158 For Nam1k Kemal, constitutionalism was not the most 
important political goal, because there was the Sharia that was already providing 
156 Musa Kaz1m, "Me~rutiyet", Mevaiz-i Diniyye, II 
157 see, n. 161 
158Mardin, The Genesis .. ., p. 308. Mfuntazer Tilrkone mentiones that the term 
me~veret especially in Nam1k Kemal's wiritings was used equal to democracy, 
Tiirkone, Bir Siyasal Meoloji ... , p. 107n. Although in Musa Kaz1m's writings it is 
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fundamental political principles to guide the statesmen. 159 In contrast, in Musa 
Kaz1m's article about the principles of me$veret (July 24, 1908), we see that he 
used it as equivalent to "constitutionalism". 160 
Among the Young Ottomans, Ali Suavi too claimed that the reason for the 
decline of the Islamic countries was abandonment of the principles of me$veret 
which are the orders of the Sharia. Suavi also mentions that the equality and 
justice that is necessary for a constitutional regime should dominate in Ottoman 
. 161 
society. 
Musa Kaz1m's discussion on me$veret is centered around the concepts of 
"liberty" (ozgiirliik), "equality" (milsavat), "progress" (terakki), and "the people's 
sovereignty" (hakimiyet-i milliye). To be able to understand his approach towards 
the Western kind of reforms in Ottoman society during the SCP, it is necessary to 
describe his discussion of these concepts. 
not impossible to see some signs for principles of democracy, he never used the 
term "democracy". 
159 Jbid. 
160 see above, n.158, 160. 
161 
" ... M~atarat-1 valp!nm refi celialetle olmaz,cadaletle olur.i~te l}a*m istedigi 
de'aaaletdir~ Acf"alet mtiS"avatdir. Mtisavats1z6a0alet yokdur. Buy kftide-i ktilliyedir. 
cAaaletin icras1 ise tarz-1 idaremizin degi~mesiyle olur. Me~rutiyet-i idare ~u ba~1 
a91k istiklallere bir had vaz etmek demektir. Boyle keyfiidare olmaz. Boyle devlet 
yilrilmez. BizJ&r Mtislilmamz, islamiyeti'in htirriyet ve adalet ilzere milesses 
oldugunu biliriz. istedigimiz usul-i me~veret ve me~rutiyet kitab ve silnnet ve 
icma-i ilmmet ile sabit. ", qoted in Ttirkone, Siyasi ideoloji .. .. , p. I 08, n. 31. 
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3.2 "Liberty" (Hurriyet) 
Musa Kaz1m defined liberty as "being free" (azade olmak). However, he 
says that this does not mean to be free of every restriction. In other words, there is 
no "absolute freedom" (hurriyet-i mutlaka) in the world. 162 He says that if there is 
absolute freedom for every creature in the universe, every creature would have the 
right to behave according to its own interests which in turn would terminate any 
order. No mutual assistance would remain among the created beings. 163 To avoid 
this situation, the principle of liberty is limited by the "religious" (milliye) and 
"national" (kavmiyye) customs of every nation. 164 There are "natural laws" 
(kavanin-i tabiiyye) in the universe to satisfy physical desires and there are "Sharia 
rules" (kavanin-i .Jeriyye) to satisfy spiritual needs. 165 However, these laws are not 
applied in every country in the same way. They are applied according to the 
religious values and customs of that country. 166 Musa Kaz1m means that they are 
relative laws. 
In a country people have to obey to the laws of that country, altough they 
are free. This is a necessity of humanity and civilization. Since human beings are 
162 "Htirriyet-Milsavat", Kulliyat. .. , pp. 248-249 
163 Ibid., p. 250-251. 
164 Ibid. 
165 Ibid. 
166 
" ... butiln efrad-1 be~er yekdigerine ta~aviln ve i~tirak Q_u~u~larmda bir 18f1m 
~avamn-i mevzua atiKamma dahi in1pyad mecburiyetindedir. Ve bu mecburiyet, 
dilnyanm heqarafmda 9-ilkilm-fermadu. ~u l<:adar ki bu f-anl'mlar her yerdecaym 
derecede,4aym m~alde olmayub her memleketin, her iklimin mizacmaf orf ve 
cadatma f.avlid-i mezhebiyesine gore tanf'.Tm eylemi~dir...", "Hilrriyet-Milsavat", 
Kulliyat.. ., 
p. 250. 
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social creatures, 167 they have to serve according to general interests of his society. 
Because, if everyone attempted to perform only his own private interests, this 
complete freedom would lead to the domination of bestial tendencies in satisfying 
their personal desires. As a result, they will attack to the rights of the others. Then 
nobody will obey to the rules that are the bases of society. Finally there would be no 
social order in society, while conflicts would arise. 168 Furthermore, he mentions 
that there are pluralities in societies. If there is no common set of rules to be 
obeyed, it would be difficult to differentiate the just and the unjust within the 
society. 169 
Another definition Musa Kaz1m makes of liberty is that liberty is an "natural 
event" (emr-i tabi'i), and it means to be free in our actions, but not by encroaching 
on the rights of the others. 170 Musa Kaz1m stresses that the Constitution provides 
such a liberty and which is in harmony with the necessities of the religious and 
national values of the Ottoman society, and which does not include any non-
legitimate rules. 171 
168 "Hi.irriyet- Milsavat", Kulliyat ... , p. 250-251. 
169 Ibid., p. 252. 
170 
" ... l)iirriyet, milsavatm bir emr-i tabi4i oldugunu befan edelim: Ma4.limdurki 
~iirriyet gaynn hufil~una tecavilz etmemek ~art1yla kendi fi'l ve hareketinde 
serbest kalma~tir., bu da mu~teza-y1 tabi'dir ... ", "istaibdad-Htirriyet-hakimiyet-i 
Milliye", (1912), Mevaiz-i Diniyye, Part I, p. 27. 
171 
" ... Kaniin-1 E~simizin bize bah~ etdigi htirriyetden maksad bundan evvel taht-1 
~ajrr v~ istibdatmda ozledigimiz gayr-1 ma.Jim ve gayr- l m~~rubir tak1m ~uyiid:1 
batiiadan azade bir htirriyet derki 0 da kavanin-i rnevztfa ve kavaid-i diniyemiz ve 
. ' . 
'adat-1 milliyemiz dctiresinde serbesf"ane hareketden ibaretdir.", Ibid., p. 251. 
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In a concrete sense, in order to show the principle of liberty in action, Musa 
Kaz1m refers to the articles of the Constitution. With "legitimate rights" most 
probably he means the rights which the Constitution provides to the subjects. This 
attitude of Musa Kaz1m can be understood from his reaction to the demonstration 
that took place shortly after the declaration of the SCP. There he complained about 
the peoples' ignorance of the rights given by the Constitution. 172 
In political sense, Musa Kaz1m approaches the principles of liberty as the 
right to reject any unjust treatment, even if it comes from the rulers, and the ability 
of the community to defend its legitimate rights without attacking the rights of the 
others. 173 At the same time, Musa Kaz1m stresses the importance of the application 
of the rules of the Constitution in harmony with Islam, due to the fact that the 
Constitutional regime originites from Sharia itself. 174 
172 
" ... bu kamm-i miinifin ahKamma ri~yet husiisunda du9"ar-1 hiirriyet olduk. 
• • .l~ • f • • 
I{anun-1 Esasi nedir? bunun havi oldugu ahknm ve bize bah~ etdigi hnlrt!k, 
• , - AJ ~. 
l}iirriyet ve miiSa.vat nedenc.ib'a.retdir ? Ek~er apalimiz bunlardan gafil, bir Josm1da 
miitegafil oldugu ve binaen~aleyh bu yiizden: Ijiirriyet var, miisavat var ! diye ~u 
giinlerde ka.Iiun-1 mezkure ile asln miinasebeti olmayan ~ayan-1 te'essilf b!Zi ah~al-
• . "' . ' i gayr-1 fay*a vu\cl!a gelmekde ... ", "Hilrriyet-Milsavat", Kulliyat. .. , p. 248. 
173 
" ... (Hilrriyet) ba~kasmm hukukuna teeaviiz etmemek ~art1yla, velevki bir 
,. 
hiikilmdardan sadir olsun, her hangi bir ha~s1z mtiameleyi redde ve her hangi bir 
hakk.1 mi.idafaaya bilti.in milletin salahiyetdar olmasmdan "'ibaretdirki <akl ve 
qikmetin kabul etdigi ~i.irriyetde budur ... ", "islam ve Terakk.i", Kulliyat ... , pp. 
280,281 
174 
" ... bi'l-Q,a~~a ~ariatim1z, cihetini yani a.Vkiiin-1 di.inyeviyye ve <\l},reviyyeyi ca.mic. 
oldugu ve ek~er ~avani'n-i mevzua1mz ve"ale'l-Q,u~ii§ ~anun-1 medenimiz al]kanu-1 
~u~ti!<umuz milnl)a~iran ~avanin-i ~erfyyeden mu~tebes bulundugu cihetle bizim 
kavmd-i diniyye ahKam1yla mukayyed olmam1z kendi heyet-i ictimaiyye ve 
:Uenaf1-i milliye~iz i~tizasmd~ bulundugunu beyana facet yo!<-tur.", Hiirriyet-
Miisavat, Kulliyat .. ., p. 253 
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In his discussion on liberty the mam point he emphasizes is that the 
Constitution brought people liberty within the framework of Islam. Thus, it limits 
this liberty according to the religious and national values of the Ottoman society. 
Musa Kaz1m, in this discussion, did what was expected of him as a member of the 
ulema by the CUP: he rationalizes the rules of the Constitution and justifies the 
necessity of its application in Islamic terms. In this discussion he does not refer to 
any verses of the Quran, but instead, he bases his arguments on the "concept of 
man", although in discussing other concepts - equality, progress, sovereignty of 
the public - he rationalizes them by referring to the verses in the Quran. 
In discussing the concept of liberty in the context of the Constitution, he 
refers to the subject of the veiling of women. Since he makes a large discussion on 
the subject of "woman" in the constitutional regime, this issue will be discussed in 
section 3.6. 
3.3 "Equality" (Musavat) 
Musa Kaz1m's discussion of the term equality was based on the concepts of 
"natural law" and "divine law". 175 About equality among the human beings, in sum, 
he argued that if there were no "differences and oppositions" in the universe, there 
would be no existence of "plurality and variation" (taaddiid ve tenevvii). Then, the 
permanence of the "World Order" (Nizam-z Alem) would not be possible176. 
175 see section 2.6. 
176 "Hikmet-i Tefavtit-i Hilkat", Kulliyat ... , p. 66. 
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In addition to the above argument, made in 1897, after the announcement of 
the SCP, while briefly repeating this argument, he talks additionally about equality 
in two sense: legal equality and equality between human beings and nature. For the 
former, he defends the equality of people regarding the laws. He argues that this is 
crucial because otherwise "human rights" (hukuk-1 be~eriyye) would be destroyed. 
In such a case, powerful people would attack the rights of the weak and "the 
process of civilization" (temeddiin) would be destroyed. This is the main reason 
why people had to respect the principle of equality with regard to legal conduct and 
"Islamic conduct" (muamelat). 177 
Musa Kaz1m argues that, like absolute liberty, absolute equality does not 
exist in the universe. He demonstrates this argument as follows. First of all, such an 
absolute equality had not been observed yet . Secondly, the existence of absolutely 
equal things was logically impossible. If this were to occur, there could not be any 
of the separation and plurality that provides the order of the universe. 178 
Another point he makes about necessity of equality in the universe is that 
"without equality it is not possible to preserve the jurisprudance that is crucial for 
keeping people in cooperation in society." 179 In concordance with the general trend 
177 "Htirriyet-Mtisavat", Kulliyat. . ., pp. 
178 Ibid. 
179 
" ..• bununda (miisavatm) tabfi olduguna ~iibhe yokdur. Zira miisavats1z huk.Uku 
muhafaza mtirnkiin degildir. Halbuki insanlan hal-i ictima""da bulunduracak ~e • 
yekdigerine muayyen ... kilacak ~ey beynlerinde ;_uhafliza-i hukUk .... metin ve rasin 
bir suretde tesis etmesine V"abestedir. .. ", "istabidad-Hiirriyet-H~kimiyet-i Milli ye", 
Mevaiz-i Diniyye, I, p. 27. 
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of Modernist Islamizers, Musa Kaz1m, refers to verses of Quran to prove the 
relevance of his arguments in Sharia. 
3.4 "Progress" (Terakki) 
As is mentioned in section 2.4, Musa Kaz1m's discussion on civilization 
goes side by side with his concept of progress. He uses the term progress together 
with civilization. In this article, written after the Balkan wars, he seems to be 
answering people who attacked Islam for the results of the Balkan wars. After the 
disastrous results of the Balkan wars, the idea dominant within the group of 
traditionalist Islamists was that the Ottoman state had been defeated in the Balkan 
wars because statesmen had abandoned religious values. 
In accordance with the general attitude of Islamist Modernizers, Musa 
Kaz1m was strictly against the European notion that Islam wass an obstacle to 
progress. As is mentioned before, according to him religion played a crucial role in 
the foundation of European civilization and in their material prosperity. And, if 
there was an abandoning of religious values, it would not be possible for a nation to 
progress. He claims that it is not Islam that caused the decline of the Ottoman 
Empire. In contrast, it is Islam that orders progress and includes the means for it. 180 
For Musa Kaz1m these means are "parliament" (~ura-yl iimmet), "liberty" 
180 
" ... dih-i isram manfi-i ter~i imi~ !. .. ne Bilytik bir iftira ! ne'azim bir bil~tan 
zira dih-i islm.n mani'-i ter~i degil, bi'l-akis amir-i tera,\}kj, saik-i t~alidir. <;unkti 
bu din bir milletin temeddiln ve terakki etmesi ii;in iktiza eden u~ul ve esasatm 
~ilmlesini havidir. .. ", Ibid., p. 279, "Islam ve Terakki", Kulliyat ... , pp. 278-284. 
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(hurriyet), "justice" (adalet), "equality" (musavat), "brotherhood" (karde~lik), and 
"preparation of force" (idad-1 kuvvet kuvvet hazzrlamak). 
He states that liberty is one of the main principles of Islam. Liberty in Islam 
is not "carnal liberty" (hayvani hurriyet) it is such kind of a liberty that is itself a 
cause of humanity and civilization. 181 Furthermore, in Islam, liberty provides people 
with the right to reject any unjust treatment, even it come from the rulers. 182 
The second means in Islam to reach progress is "justice" (adalet). Musa 
Kaz1m mentions that to abandon cruelty and to be just in every matter in the name 
of Islam are peincipal duties of the all Muslims. Through hadithes he demonstrates 
that in Islam "oppression" (zulm) was definitely forbidden and Islam certainly 
commanded justice. 183 
"Brotherhood" is another principle in Islam to reach progress. It is necessary 
for a nation to last. Since human beings cannot live alone, to cooperate they have to 
construct brotherhood among themselves. 184 He also claims that Islam orders 
brotherhood among all Muslims. This is demonstrated through verses in the Quran. 
181 11 
••• Esasat-1 islamiyett'den biri de qiirriyetdir. Din-i islam'm l\iirriyet 
kelimesinden mal<:~ad1 insaniyet'in btis-i felaketi, medeniyetin en miidhi~ afeti 
olan ~ayvani bir qiirriyet olmayub insaniyet ve medeniyetin sebeb-i tekemmiil ve 
tealisi olan 'ulvi bir hiirriyetdir ... ", "islam ve Terakki", (27 February 1903), 
Kulliyat. .. , pp. 280-281. 
183 Ibid., p. 282. 
184 
" .. .Islainiyetin miihim esaslarmdan biri de u4,uvvetdir ki bir milletin 4ayat ve 
be!dis1 i9in birinci derecede elzem olan ~eyde budur. Zira insan tab~en medeni olub 
pek 9ok ihtiyacata mftruz bulundugu ve halbuki mubtac oldugu ~eylerin bir tanesi 
bile yalmz ba~ma tedarikden aciz bulundugu cihetle ya~amak isteyen bir milletin 
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In the Quran it is said that "all Muslims are "brothers and sisters" (mii'minler 
karde:jtir)." He argues that Islam has the necessary means to provide and preserve 
brotherhood among the believers. 185 Musa Kaz1m, in proving his arguments on 
"brotherhood" refers to the time of Mohammad. In line with the general trend of all 
Islamist modernizers, Musa Kaz1m, in proving his arguments, repeatedly refers to 
the original Islam, that is, in the time of Mohammad. 
"Preparation of force" is the fourth principle that is crucial for providing 
progress. It is "an obligatory act" (farz) for all Muslims. 186 It is made an obligatory 
act for all Muslims through the verse "prepare force against your enemies" 
(dii:jmanlarzmza kar:jl iktidarzmz yetdigi kadar kuvvet hazzrlayzmz). 187 By this 
obligatory act Musa Kaz1m means the preparation of a powerful army. Since it is an 
obligatory act in Islam, its requirements - industry, agriculture, art, wealth - also 
constitute obligatory acts in Islam. Because, in a country, if there is no industry, 
agriculture, art and wealth, it would not be possible to prepare army. Musa Kaz1m 
claims that, in this point it is possible to understand how much Islam is beneficial to 
people for providing their happiness. 188 Thus, laziness is definitely forbidden in 
efrad1 arasmda gayet samimi bir uQ.uvvetin te~ssilsilne e~it ltizum vard1r. .. ", Ibid., 
p.282. 
185 " ... Din-i islam I}.uran-1 Kerim'in (miminler karde~tir) mealindeki bir ayet-i 
kerimesiyle ve Q.azreti peygamberin Medine-i milnevvereyi te~rifbuyurduklannda 
her ~eyden evvelbeyne'l-mtislimin '-akd-1 uhuvvete miiba~eret buyurmu~ 
. "" 
olmas1yla ... ", Ibid., p. 283. 
186 Ibid., 284. 
187 Ibid. 
188 
" ... d1n-i islam dii~mana kar~11cfad-1 l5uvveti farz kilm1~ olmas1yla anm 
mev~uf-1 aleyh olan servet, ma'tifet, san«at, ticaret, zira'"at ve s<fire gibi ~eylerin 
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Islam. In the time of original Islam, people were hardworking, and thus Islamic 
civilization expanded from the Arab Peninsula to the Atlantic Ocean. 189 
Musa Kaz1m ends his discussion on "progress and Islam" with a 
"conclusion" (hatem). In this conclusion, he asks people who argues that Islam is an 
obstacle to progress: "Which religion has these means necessary to reach progress, 
except for Islam?"; "Is it right to search for the reasons of disasters in Islamic 
countries in Islam itself? The reason for their backwardness is their own "idleness 
and ignorance" ('atalet and cehalet). 190 When this article was written in the year 
1903, Musa Kaz1m had not yet become ~eyh iil islam. He discusses the relationship 
between progress and the power of a nation philosophically in terms of the Islamic 
context. in proving his arguments he refers to verses in the Quran. 
In another article, written in 1912, he approaches the same issue in a more 
concrete sense by referring to the conditions of the Ottoman state. In the article 
"The main principle of power is union and alliance" (Kuvvetin Esasz juihad ve 
juifakdzr) Musa Kaz1m supports constitutionalism and explains the reasons for it. 
In this article he again stresses the importance of a nation's power for its durability 
as a nation or community. He says that if a community has no power, it cannot last 
kaffesini dab.i farz lplm1~ oluyor demektir. Sa'<idet-i be~eriyenin te'mini i<;i.in 
gelmi~ olan bir din-i semaviyyyenin insanlar l}.af15.mda yapacag1 iyilik i~te bu 
kadar olabilir ... ", Ibid., p. 284. 
189 
" .. .i~te ~adr-1 islam'da mi.isli.imanlar dln-i islam'm kendilerine ba,h~ 
eyledigi ... esasat-1 mi.ihimmeye ~oii derece rihyet etdiklerinden dolay1dirki yirmi 
otuz sene ~arfmda ~ems-i mi.ini'r-i islimiyyet bi.iti.in cezireti.i'l~arabi envar fiiyi.izzat 
ba~1yla tenVir etdikden ~ofua ~udiid-1 Cin'den baJ.n-1 muhu-i all.asiye ~adar olan 
mlrri'ure-i cihanm kaffesi daJ;li vayedar-1 fiiyi.izzat eylemi~dir. .. ", Ibid., p.285. 
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a long time. It cannot defend itself against its internal and external enemies. 191 He 
asserts that if there is no unity, a community cannot acquire the things crucial for its 
life. Musa Kaz1m discusses this issue by referring to the time of Mohammad. 192 
And if there is no unity or alliance within a community or nation, the invasion of 
that community or nation is inevitable. Musa Kaz1m proves this argument through 
the examples of Andalusia and of Tatar government, both of them destroyed. Other 
examples given are those of India, that came under the control of England, and 
Morocco that came under the control of France. Iran is also another example Musa 
Kaz1m talks about in terms of a state's losing its unity. Iran announced 
constitutionalism before the Ottoman state and was occupied by two big powers. 193 
For Musa Kaz1m the only and main reason for these states' loss of political powers 
was "discord and contention" (nifak and ~ikak). He states: "The Ottoman state 
should see these warnings and learn lessons from them. Today except for here, there 
is no other asylum for the Muslims. The government of Islam (the Ottoman state) is 
being destroyed and reasons for its destruction are known. Therefore, we are all 
responsible for the treatment of this "illness" (maraz). 194 
190 Ibid., p. 285. 
191 "~uvvetin esas1 ittihad ve ittifa~d1r", Kiilliyat ... , p. 302. 
192 Ibid., p. 302. 
193 In here Musa Kaz1m means occupation of Iran by Great Britain and Russia in 
1907. 
194 11 
•• .i~te bunlar bizim iyin btiyilk btiytik'ibretlerdir. Demek oluyorki ~umum 
ktirre-i arZda mevcud ti9ytiz milyonu miltecaviz mtisltimanlarm bir melct?i lcalm1~ 
ise o da buras1dir. Art1f buradan ba~~a islam i9iin bir melce,.yo~dur. MiinJrnnz 
olan ljtiktimat-1 islamiyyenin esb!tb-1 mlj.1rai:1 ne oldugu anla~1ldi. Bu :Q.alde bu 
marah'fi tedavisi 9aresine 9ah~mak ctimlemizinborcudur.", "Kuvvetin Esas1 
• 
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In the year 1912, when this article was written, he was a member of the CUP 
and twice he had become $eyh ul islam in cabinets supported by the CUP. 195 After 
examining these two articles written in different years -the first in 1903, the 
second in 1912- on the same subjects, we see that the nature of his discussion has 
changed. Before becoming a member of the CUP and $eyh ul islam, he discusses 
subjects like liberty, equality, progress and the importance of the preparation of 
force more in terms of Islamic philosophy. The above discussion of "preparation of 
force" is a good example of this feature of Musa Kaz1m. After 1908 he discusses 
the same subjects by referring to concrete events and directly referring to 
constitutionalism and the Ottoman state's condition. 
After "progress", Musa Kaz1m discusses "the people's sovereignity" as the 
fourth crucial component of constitutionalism in the Ottoman lands. 
3.5 "Sovereignity of the Public" (Hakimiyet-i Milliye) 
The terms "national" (milli) or "nation" (millet) have quite diverse 
meanings. Especially during the nineteenth century, the use of these terms was very 
complicated. This is partly due to the fact that, before the use of these terms began 
in Ottoman lands, the terms "religious" (dini) and "community" (ummet) were 
used. In the nineteenth century the meanings and use of all these terms became 
ittihad ve ittifakdlf", Kiilliyat..., August, 1912, p. 305. 
195 July 9, 1910-September 29, 1911, cabinet of ismail Hakk1 Pasha, September 
30, 1911- december 3, 1911, in the government of Said Pasha). 
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confused with each other. The nineteenth-century dictionaries, Lugat-1 Naci and 
Kamus-1 Turki, both defined the term milli in almost the same way. They defined 
milli as "member of a nation" (bir millete mensub), but they do not use the term millet 
in the sense that "nation" was normally used in the West in the nineteenth century. 196 
Musa Kaz1m, when he uses the terms millet or milli in his articles, generally defines these 
terms by giving a variety of related concepts, after which it is rarely clear which of these 
concepts he specifically refers to when using the terms. This was quite reasonable in a 
situation where Ottoman intellectuals were struggling to extend and change the concepts 
attached to the term milli or millet, but where no clear set of concepts attached to these 
terms had yet been established. 
Musa Kaz1m states that the "people's sovereignty" is a natural phenemenon 
and in accordance with Sharia, like liberty and equality. 197 For him sovereignty 
could be possible only with power, which in tum could be possible only with 
"community" (ummet). For Musa Kaz1m "national sovereignty" (milli hakimiyet) is 
"natural" as well as "canonical" (.yeri). 198 To prove his arguments he gives the 
verses Al-i imran 3/158 and 3/110. In this article he favors constitutionalism and 
says that it provides the community with the opportunity to make their own 
decisions. He says that in the constitutional system there would be no autocracy and 
196 Muallim Naci, Lugat-1 Naci, , Semseddin Sarni, Kamus-1 Turki, 
197 
"istibdad- Htirriyet-Hakimiyet-i Milliye", Mevaiz-i Diniyye, l, p. 29. 
198 
" .•• ijakimiyet-i Milliyenin tabN olduguna deITlimiz; ~akimiyetin J,<.uvvetle ve 
~uvvetn btittin milletle ~a4im olacag1 meselesidir. Y ani: hakimiyet anca!<: 
kuvvetledir, kuvvet is btittin timmetledir, timmetle kaimdir.Hatta idare-i 
. , 
mutlakada bile htiktim-ferma olan yine hakimiyet-i miliyedir. .. ",Ibid., p. 29. 
.. . ~ 
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unjustness. 199 Musa Kaz1m defines how constitutionalism works in a country: 
people accepts laws and send them to the monarch; the monarch confirms them and 
applies in the country; then welfare and happiness occur in that nation. He argues 
that it is "a natural command" (emr- i tabi'). He demonsrtrates its compatibility 
with the Sharia through verses in Quran, as usual. He explains the verses.200 
In this article Musa Kaz1m discusses the issue of "the people's sovereignty" 
in parallel with the concept of "autocracy" (istibdad). He defines autocracy as "to 
differentiate" (bedd). He argues that in an autocracy the ruler does not behave in 
accordance with the general will of the community. He behaves only according to 
his own desires and decisions. Thus, every decision he takes would not be in favor 
of people. Musa Kaz1m stresses the relationship between "autocracy" (istibdad) and 
"oppression" (zu!Um). In such a case the community, inevitably, would never live in 
happiness and welfare.201 Musa Kaz1m mentions that if autocracy takes place in a 
nation in the name of religion, the people would feel themselves responsible to obey 
it. This is the situation people had experienced in Islamic lands. Muslims obeyed 
the rules of autocracy, since they believed that it was an order of Islam. With this 
argument Musa Kaz1m implies the people's innocence in obeying autocracy. In a 
nation where autocracy exists, it is certain that that country will destroy or be 
destroyed, he claims. Andalusia, India and the Crimea are the examples Musa 
Kaz1m gives for destroyed states. 
199 Ibid., p. 29. 
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In his discussion of autocracy Musa Kaz1m talks about the CUP's role as a 
"saviour" (firka-1 miinciyye) . For him it is the CUP that had been working for a 
long time to end the autocratic regime. As a result it had succeeded in constructing 
a just government based on the principles of liberty and equality in accordance with 
the Sharia. 202 
Musa Kaz1m in his discussion of constitutionalism defined and expressed 
the concepts "consultation", "liberty", "equality", "progress", "parliamentarism", 
"brotherhood", "the preparation of force" and "sovereignty". He does not discuss 
these concepts only in the context of Islam. Instead, he attributed to them political 
meanings .. ismail Kara argues that in the periods of both Tanzimat and Me~rutiyet 
the meanings of these concepts had expanded to a much greater extent than had 
happened before in the history of Islam. These concepts acquired political meanings 
in these periods.203 Going back to original sources and trying to find proper political 
and social solutions was another feature of the Islamists of these periods.204 It is 
possible to see this feature in Musa Kaz1m, too. Almost in every discussion he has a 
verse or verses to prove his arguments in an Islamic context. This is not surprising, 
201 "istibdad-HUrriyet-Hakimiyet-i Milliye", Mevaiz-i Diniyye, I, p. 25. 
202 
" ... Bu meslegin (istibdad) din ile, ~er;at ile, insaniyet ile asla mtinasebeti 
olmad1gm1 bilen bir fu~a-i mtinciyye senelerden beri can feda edercesine <rah~a 
<rah~a nihayet bu gayr-1 me~ru meslege hem nihayet vermi~ ve ... anm yerine hem 
tabi4i, hem de ~erI' olan (htirriyet-mtisavat) esas1 tizerine bir htiktimet-i 'adile 
te~kiline muvaffa!<: olmu~dur ... ", Ibid., p. 26. ' 
203 ismail Kara, hlamcilarm .. . , p. 39; Mtimtazer Ttirkone also points out the same 
subject, Mtimtazer Ttirkone, Siyasi Meoloji Olarak. .. , pp. 102-122. 
204 Ibid. 
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because his duty after becoming a member of the CUP was to convince people of 
the relevance of the new regime to Islam. 
Musa Kaz1m's use of these concepts by attributing to them political 
meanings seems to show a similar attitude to that of the Young Ottomans. For 
example the Young Ottomans, in attributing to them new political meanings, were 
trying to find Islamic concepts to replace these western-originated concepts. For 
example, they used instead of democracy, me~veret, instead of parliament, ~ura-yz 
ummet. 205 In Musa Kaz1m's various statements in the discussion of the concept 
me~everet too, it is possible to see some signs that indicate democracy. It can be 
assumed that Musa Kaz1m in his discussion of these concepts extends the meanings 
of these concepts. 
Another important subject through which to understand Musa Kaz1m's 
approach to Western kinds of reform in Ottoman society is that of "woman". In the 
discussions of westernization the subject of woman has been an important criteria 
through which to evaluate a nation's degree of modernization. Especially in Islamic 
countries like in the Ottoman Empire, the attitude to women has been one of the 
basic signs of that nation's cultural values, originating, natuarlly, from Islam's 
commands concerning women. 
205 For more about use of these terms by atributing them new meaning by the 
Young Ottomans like, Nam1k Kemal, Ali Suavi and Ziya Pasha see Milmtazer 
Tilrkone, Siyasi ideoloji Olarak. .. , pp. 102-122. 
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To examine Musa Kaz1m's discussion on woman might be interesting in 
terms of understanding his approach to Westernization in the most visible area of 
society, that is concerning woman's place in society. 
3.6 Woman 
In the article, "Liberty-Equality" (1908), Musa Kaz1m answers people who try to 
show the "Ottoman nation" to the world as "an uncivilized community; a cruel 
nation" (vah,Ji bir kavim, zalim bir millet) through the subject of "woman".206 Musa 
Kaz1m states that in this article he aims to answer three important arguments about 
woman's positon in Islam. Veiling, polygamy and divorce are the well-known 
subjects. 
3.6.1 Veiling 
He claims that "some people", by which in fact he means some women, do 
not follow religious rules and he criticizes those people who have the attribute of a 
Muslim, but do not obey even "one" rule of Islam. Musa Kaz1m considers such an 
attitude of ignoring the rules of Islam as an attack on the rights of the hundreds of 
millions of Muslims who see the rules of Islam as dearer than their lives and holier 
than their souls. 207 Furthermore, he also mentions that this situaton is not only 
contrary to Islam itself, but also to the rules of Kanun-z Esasi. Therefore, it is the 
responsibility of the government to take necessary precautions to prevent the 
206 "Hilrriyet-Milsavat", Kulliyat ... , (1908), p. 259. 
207 "Hiirriyet-Miisavat", Kulliyat .. ., p. 253-254. 
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corruption of the constitution. He states that, according to the fourth and eleventh 
articles of the constitution, the official religion of the Ottoman state is Islam. 208 
Musa Kaz1m demonstrates his arguments concerning the issue of veiling in 
the context of Islam as follows. First of all, since women are delicate by nature and 
object to molestation by men, the obligation of veiling in front of strangers is a 
great favor to them. The presence of a beautiful woman exposed to the view of 
lustful men as well as her conversation with such men means the loss of self-respect 
of a woman.209 The main duty of women at their creation is to marry, bring up 
children and organize matters related to the family. 210 Musa Kaztm stresses the 
importance of the family institution. For him there are two important obligations to 
secure the family institution. The first consists of duties concerning home, the 
second one concerns exterior duties, such as the earning of money. For a wife and a 
husband it is not possible to perform these domestic and exterior duties alone. Thus, 
it is necessary to undetake a division of labour. Thus, in accordance with the nature 
of man and woman, domestic duties were given to woman, while exterior duties 
were given to man in Islam. An opposite situation is not possible, because woman's 
208 
" ... mulJafa~asma yemin etdigimiz I,<.anlin-1 Esasi aqkimma da miinafi 
oldugundan hiikiimetimizin bu babda teclabir-i mile~weye tevessiil etmesi 
laz1mdir. Zira Kamm-1 Esasi'nin dordiincii ve onbirinci maddeleri qiikmiince 
devlet-ic:O~maniyyenifi dini din-i islamdJr ... ~ira bu devlet-ic:aliyyenin tabfyyetine 
ha'iz olan bir miisliimanm aIµn:m-1 dinden bir hiikme r:fayet etmemesi 
ve o hiikmii tahkire kadar varmas1 ~anlin-1 Esasimizin ... ~am1yla }£ahil-i te'lif 
olamayacagmdan bu gibi kimseleri !J.iikiimetimizin te~dib ve terbiye mecburyeti 
kendisine tcfalluk eden vazfif-i miihime ciimlesindendir ... ", Ibid., pp. 253- 254. 
209 • Ibid., p. 254. 
210 Ibid., p. 255. 
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delicacy and fragile nature is not suitable to cope with the conditions of working 
life which sometimes is troublesome. On the other hand, for a man it is not possible 
to deal with domestic duties, which is contrary to natural law. Therefore, since 
woman's obligations are determined in Islam as being a wife and a mother with her 
domestic duties, it is not suitable for women to enter into public places without a 
veil to be exposed to the glances of the eyes of lustful men without veil and by 
showing her arractiveness. Happiness in a family depends on the mutual love of the 
partners. Because in reality the husband and wife are strangers to each other, love is 
the only bond between them. Thus it is a necessity to preserve and strengthen the 
love between them. However, if a woman freely talks with strange men and even 
invites them to her house, it is probable that she can be in love with another man 
who is more polite and charming than her husband. In the end, naturally, she will 
have lost her love for her husband. Musa Kaz1m says that the same situation is also 
relevant for man too. If women walk around in public places without veiling, man 
can be drawn to another woman who is more beautiful and young than his wife. 
Relying on the above reasons, ~eriat-1 Muhammediyye ordered the veiling of 
women. Musa Kaz1m implies that it is a favor given to women.211 He also adds that 
veiling does not prevent women from the requirements of civilization. For example, 
they can be educated, which is an obligation ordered in Quran, says Musa Kazim.212 
211 Ibid., pp. 254-255. 
212 Ibid., p. 256. 
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For him there are some differences between man and woman in terms of degree of 
education, and that this is a privilege for woman. 
3.6.2 The "Privileges" of Women in Islam 
Musa Kaz1m argues that men, after finishing elementary, secondary and 
high schools, have to continue at "universities" (mekatib-i aliyye ) whereas it is not 
necessary for women to attend universities. This is because the "rationale" (hikmet) 
of their creation is to bring up children and perform domestic duties. Elementary, 
secondary and high school education are enough for a woman to settle her domestic 
duties properly. For him, after finishing high school, women should not waste time 
in the universities, but stay at home for their primary duties in life. However, he 
also adds that he is not against the higher education of women, but sees it as 
unnecessary. He says that the Sharia is not against women's higher education, but 
there is no need for it, because in Islam it is not the responsibility of woman to earn 
money. Therefore, she does not have to go to university in order to have a job and 
work.213 In the Sharia the husband has to earn money for his family. Under the 
Sharia woman never has to think about her family's subsistence. Even in the 
condition of kaza, she does not have to cook, do the washing and under certain 
conditions does not have to suckle her baby.214 
213 Ibid., p. 257- 258. 
214 Ibid., p. 258. 
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In conclusion, Musa Kaz1m argues that in Islam women have no material 
responsibilities. Therefore higher education is not necessary for them. If they desire 
it, they may continue their education, but it is unnecessary. 
After all these discussions on veiling and woman's privileges in Islam, Musa 
Kaz1m asks: "Be fair! In which Sharia, in which system, are so many priveleges 
given to women?215 It can be seen from his discussion on veiling and the position 
of woman in Islam, that he is not very tolerant towards Muslim women living in 
Ottoman lands, if they are not veiled or not behaving according to the rules of the 
Sharia. Even the participation of women in social and professional life, he sees as 
unnecessary. He evaluates women only by their biological features, as is usual in 
the doctrines of orthodox Islam. It is also difficult to argue that Musa Kaz1m pays 
considerable attention to woman's role when discussing the issue of Westernization, 
especially within the framework of what he calls "civilization". Whatever he says 
in the name of civilization, like education, is not forbidden in Islam for women, but 
"unnecessary". To form associations, to give speeches or to go on journeys are not 
forbidden for women, but these must be among themselves.216 
215 
" ... Simdi insaf edelim, kadmlara bu kadar imtiyazatl ~erfat-1 
Muhammediyyeden ba~ka hangi ~anlin, hangi ~eriat bah~ etmi~dir ? Bunun 
i9iindiirki l':-admlarm1z al':-vam-1 sairenin kadmlan gibi ticarete vesa'1reye siilUk 
mecburiyetinde degildir. .. ",Ibid., p. 258. 
216 
" ... kadmlarda kendilerine mahsus bir edeb-i terbiye daireseinde kendilerine 
mah~u~ mesirelere gidebilir. Kendilerinden cemiyetler te~kil ederek birbirlerine 
fOnferanslar verebilir. Serfttt1m1z bu gibi ~eylere ma'ni olmaz. Kezalik, kadmlar 
mesture olmakla mifessir-i medeniyyeden mahrtim olmazlar ... ", Ibid., p. 256; for 
' the same subject see lbid.,p. 259-260. 
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For Musa Kaz1m women are free in Islam. They are not slaves in Islam as 
many people think, and the analogy of women being chickens in a poultry house is 
totally baseless.217 Their legitimate rights are under the guarantee of Sharia.218 
Musa Kaz1m strictly opposes the people who think that "women are slaves in 
Islam". For him this is just a vain idea.219 He says that the aim of this article is to 
draw the attention of women and men and make them love the orders oflslam.220 It 
is highly questionable whether people like the orders of Islam or not. 
3.6.3 Poligamy 
Musa Kaz1m argues that mamage has two functions: the continuing 
generation of progency and the preservation of chastity. Through these two 
functions marriage is justified.221 Marriages provide continuity of the existence of 
mankind on Earth. However, he argues there are sorrie marriages without children. 
He stresses that there are even some cases where, if polygamy was forbidden, the 
race of many men would not continue.222 He claims that since for the progress of a 
nation a numerous population is necessary, polygamy is inevitable.223 
217 
" ... Nisvan-1 islamiyye sizin zan etdiginiz gibi esir degildir. Onlar da l}tirdtir. 
Onlarm mest'Ure olmalanm bir tavugun ktimese kapatilmasma te~bihiniz 
bat1ldlf... II Jbid. 1 
218 Ibid., p. 260. 
219 Ibid., p. 260. 
220 
" .. meseleyi yazmaktan ma~s~d1m1z, baz1 nisvan-1 islamiyyemizin ve Jiana 
bir9ok ricalimizin nazar-1 dikkatlerini celb etmek ve btittin ahkam-1 diniyyemizi 
I f 
onlara sevdirmege 9ah~mak idi ... ", Ibid., p. 260. 
221 • Ibid., p. 261. 
222 Ibid., p. 262. 
223 Ibid. 
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According to Musa Kaz1m, in some marriages there may be conditions in 
which the preservation of chastity cannot be possible. For example, if the wife has a 
chronic illness or suffers from bodily weakness, sexual intercourse will not be 
possible. In this case, it will be difficult for the husband to suppress his sexual 
desire due to his nature. In such a condition, the practice of polygamy is necessary 
to avoid the destruction of the family institution.224 Women's menstruation and 
pregnancy also give the opportunity to practice polygamy in Islam.225 Musa Kaz1m 
expresses his wish about single women: "I wish there were many powerful men to 
be with many productive women so that there were not many aged women".226 
Musa Kaz1m argues that, on the other hand, the practice of poligmy can only be 
possible by the application of the principle of justice among women. If a man 
cannot obey this rule, the Sharia orders the man to stay with one woman.227 Musa 
Kaz1m says that "as it is understood from these discussions, polygamy, like the 
issue of veiling, is not contrary to civilization or humanity. 228 
3.6.4 Divorce 
For Musa Kaz1m the preservation of the integrity of the family is crucial. He 
says that the practice of divorce is something to be abhorred.229 However, he 
mentions that divorce in some cases can be necessary. For example, if there is an 
224 Ibid., p. 262. 
225 Ibid, p. 263. 
226 
" ... ke~ke milteaddid zevceler idaresinde mu.t<.tedir adamlar olsada mezari'-i 
ensal olan bin;ok nisvan olurda mtfattal kalubda kocamasalar. .. ", ibid., p. 263. 
227 11 I \ Ibid., p. 263. 
228 ibid. 
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oppositeness of characters between the partners, then divorce becomes inevitable.230 
Since the preservation of the institution of family is the basic objective, the question 
of who will have the right to decide about divorce is an important subject, argues 
MusaKaz1m. 
There are three parties in deciding a divorce case: the wife, the husband and 
the court. For Musa Kaz1m it is not possible to give the right of decision on divorce 
to woman. This is because of her nature. Women are quick to take offence and to be 
affected by an insignificant event. Musa Kaz1m argues that because of their nature, 
if they will have the right to divorce, then many families would be destroyed 
because of an unnecessary reason. Secondly, to give the right of divorce to women 
means to give her domination over the family. This is not just, because it is 
impossible to suppose that the domination of a woman over the husband who has to 
provide his family's subsistence by earning money. 
For Musa Kaz1m, it is not suitable to give this right of decision to the court. 
Although the judge possesses "public guardianship" velayet-i amme for Musa 
Kaz1m the dealing of a third party with the reasons of incompatibility between the 
partners is not suitable. A man, he argues, has his own "personal guardianship" 
velayet-i hassa which comes before "public guardianship".231 According to Musa 
Kaz1m the judge cannot force partners to love each other, if they hate each other. 
229 ibid. 
230 Ibid. 
231 Ibid. 
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What he can do is only to give some paternal advice.232 Musa Kaz1m means that 
matters concerning sentiments and conscience cannot be settled by a third party. For 
Musa Kaz1m there is a second reason for not leaving the decision to a court: if this 
happens, it necessitates revealing the position of the woman to the public, thus 
compromising her in the public eye. This situation would lead to the humiliation of 
the husband in front of his neighbours because of his wife.233 
The most proper person to whom to give the right to divorce is the husband. 
If one of the above cases occurs, he will divorce his wife without telling the 
public.234 Musa Kaz1m says that the punishment of divorce will have a corrective 
effect on the woman's character. She will acquire goodness, so that if she marries 
again, she will have a happy life.235 Musa Kaz1m furthermore mentions that not 
only man, but also the woman or her guardian can also apply to the court for 
divorce. This is possible in Sharia. If the woman's reasons for divorce are relevant, 
the Sharia can divorce them by protecting the partners' rights. 
Musa Kaz1m admits that in recent times there had been some wrongdoings 
about the case of divorce, but this was not caused by Sharia. The reason for 
husbands' divorcing their wifes unjustly and without depending upon proper reason 
originated from "lack of general education" (terbiye-yi umumiye). Musa Kaz1m 
232 ibid. 
234 Ibid. 
235 Ibid. 
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argues that the Sharia forbids persons who are not capable of following rules of 
marriage. 
In his disucussion of veiling, polygamy and divorce, to what extent Musa 
Kaz1m is successful in rationalizing woman's position in Islam seems to be a large 
area to study. However, if we evaluate his arguments in terms of woman and 
civilization, we see that he does not propose a considerable place for woman to 
benefit from the favors of civilizaion. Whatever he enumerates for civilization is 
"unnecessary" for woman.236 Musa Kaz1m Efendi seemed to me not to be 
discussing the subject of woman in terms of woman's place in newly structured 
societies after Westernization. As Tar1k Zafer Tunaya mentions, altough women's 
natural rights are mentioned in Kanun-i Esasi, Islamists were opposed to this 
idea237 . Musa Kaz1m was one of these Islamists opposed to the liberty of woman in 
every area of social life. 
For him, women during reform period in Ottoman society should live in the 
way that Sharia proposes, although the constitution was providing liberty to 
women. For him, liberty was not only restricted through law, but also through 
Sharia. This is true for the liberty of women too. Musa Kaz1m mentions that there 
is no reason not to benefit from industrial and scientific progress of European 
civilization238, but he does not discuss what will be woman's new place in this 
236 see section 3.6.2. 
237 Tank Zafer Tunaya, Turkiye'de ... , I, p. 478. 
238 11 H·· . t M'" t" K"ll. t 271 urn ye - usava , u zya ... , p. . 
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progressive society. Will the benefits of civilization (progress)239 be "unnecessary" 
for woman? I think it is difficult to find the answer of this question in Musa 
Kaz1m's thought. 
The CUP had struggled to break traditionalist views about woman. When 
the CUP held political authority alone, they made concrete attempts to provide 
woman with liberty.240 Although there were many resistances, the CUP opened a 
way towards secularization.241 If we consider the Westernist side of the CUP's 
attitude towards issue of woman, it is too difficult to argue that CUP benefited from 
Musa Kaz1m Efendi's ideas to rationalize reform attempts on this issue, unlike in 
the other fields of social and political life. 
239 He uses the term "civilization" similar with "progress". 
240 Ibid., p. 476, 478. 
241 Ibid., p. 479. 
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Conclusion 
In line with the general trend in the writings of Islamic Modernists, who 
saw the reason for the decline of Islamic countries in the abandoning of original 
Islam, Musa Kaz1m, too, attempted to demonstrate the presence of the principles 
of civilization within Islam, by drawing on what he saw as the features of original 
Islam. For him there was no need to apply European political concepts or 
European social values, since Islam already had made available to people the 
most beneficial political concepts and social values. In agreement with most 
Ottoman Intellectuals of his time, Musa Kaz1m Efendi, too, admired the material 
civilization of the European countries. For Musa Kaz1m Efendi civilization (or 
progress) meant "material civilization." For him social and cultural issues had to 
be discussed within a different sphere, that is, within the sphere of Islam. 
Musa Kaz1m Efendi, after 1908, in accordance with the CUP's policy of 
using some key political concepts that had religious meanings, tried to provide a 
religious basis for constitutionalism. Before 1908, Musa Kaz1m had discussed the 
same subjects as the Young Turks, but from a different point of view. If we 
consider the content of Musa Kaz1m's before the SCP, it can be seen that there 
was little if any compromise between Musa Kaz1m and the Young Turks. For 
instance, the most Westemist wing of the CUP were influenced by the principles 
of positivism and of the Enlightenment. In the 1890s, in their articles, they were 
discussing positivist principles as a potential replacement for Islam. In the same 
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years Musa Kaz1m Efendi, primarily then a medrese scholar, wrote against 
them.242 He had not at that point become a member of the "Great Scientific 
Council". It can be assumed that, because of this, he was in a position to oppose 
the Young Turks freely before the SCP. Even in the first years of the SCP, it is 
possible to see in his writings criticisms of the CUP's attempts at reform, 
especially those which concerned women. Although he respected the rights of 
women, it is difficult to say that he regarded women as equal to men. His writings 
on women prompt us to ask whether it would have been possible for him to write 
such articles after 1913, when the nucleus of the CUP was effectively in control of 
political and social life. 
In 1908, the Westernist/Ottomanist Young Turks of the CUP had realized 
the useful functions of Islam within society. Thereafter, although their aims were 
different from those of the Young Ottomans, they used the same policy: to attempt 
to benefit from Islam's social functions to prevent potential resistance from the 
traditionalist and conservative side of society. The Young Turks did not approach 
Islam as the solution to prevent the collapse of the Empire, as the Young Ottomans 
had done. For the Young Turks it was only a means for them to penetrate into 
Ottoman society. Therefore they chose influential religious people of the time to 
speak for them, people like Musa Kaz1m Efendi. 
The Young Ottoman's had attempted to find Islamic counterparts to, and 
alternatives for, Western concepts, so as to demonstrate Islam's superiority. This 
242 He was teaching in Fatih Medrese. Later on he also tought in Dar-til-Filnun. 
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attempted development of "new, but Islamic" concepts may be a subject that 
merits further study. In Musa Kaz1m's writings it is possible to see such an 
attitude, too. Had Musa Kaz1m and the Young Ottomans been contemporaries, it 
seems that he would have made quite an effective advocate for their attempts to 
westernize the Empire within the context of Islam. In view of the topics Musa 
Kaz1m Efendi discusses, it would be interesting to know whether and to what 
extent he was familiar with the works of Young Ottomans, such as Nam1k Kemal 
and Ali Suavi. 
In this thesis I have divided Musa Kaz1m's writings into two: before the SCP 
and after the SCP. This is because I realized that there was a difference in the nature 
of his writings in these two periods. Before the SCP he was a Islamic scholar and 
the titles and content of his writings were in accordance with this career. During the 
SCP, especially after 1913, his writings projected a political image in accordance 
with the CUP's policies. 
I have tried to examine to what extent fieyh-iil-islam Musa Kaz1m Efendi 
was successful in justifying the CUP's attempts at reform in terms of Islam doctrine, 
especially those reforms which tended towards secularization. I wanted to examine 
this issue in my thesis in order to shed light on the origin of today's religious 
upsurge in the Turkish Republic. Musa Kaz1m Efendi manages quite effectively to 
rationalize, in accordance with the premises of Islamic Modernism, the attempts to 
modernize the Ottoman Empire, except in the case of issues concerning women. 
He cannot be treated as being a whole-hearted liberal among the Islamists of his 
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time, but he was certainly prepared to show a considerable flexibility m his 
application oflslam to the problems of his day. 
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